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 In the late 1980s, Sioux Falls, South Dakota recommitted to its downtown, removed 
a dead pedestrian mall, and joined the National Main Street program.  The city‘s downtown 
revival efforts have been largely successful in the past twenty-some years, but this success 
has rendered the current downtown design guidelines from the early 1990s both function-
ally and aesthetically outdated.  The original city ordinance written in conjunction with the 
design guidelines has given both the City Planning Department and the Downtown Design 
Review Committee, which is appointed by the Director of Planning and administered by 
Downtown Sioux Falls, Inc., very little power to enforce the guidelines.   
 This professional project is of two parts, the first being a supplementary academic 
research document provided at request of the client.  Both the City and Design Committee 
wished to have better understanding of design review systems and methodologies in order 
to most efficiently and effectively utilize the new guidelines.  The paper is a review of ur-
ban design controls as public policies that guide the physical characteristics and aesthetics 
of renovations and new developments.  The paper describes the purpose, goals, and objec-
tives of design control; explains the role of the public in development; highlights legal is-
sues surrounding design control; describes methodologies, elements, and best practices of 
design control; presents arguments for and against design controls; reviews design con-
trols in downtowns and historic districts; and analyzes review processes, review bodies, 
and guidelines.   
 The second and larger part of this professional project is the Sioux Falls Downtown 
Design Guidelines document, the principal product to be presented to the client.  The de-
sign guideline document is basically composed of three components.  The introductory sec-
tion outlines the objectives and purposes of the guidelines, defines the downtown area and 
its development, and how the guidelines are coordinated with other local planning efforts.  
The second section addresses design considerations, focusing on general design considera-
tions for all downtown, specific building criteria, design for public spaces, and specific con-
siderations for downtown sub-districts.  The final section addresses implementation of the 
design guidelines.  This section includes a proposed update of the Sioux Falls design review 
ordinance, describes and makes recommendations for public bodies involved in downtown 
design review, and includes a proposed sample development approval form for use by the 
Downtown Design Review Committee. 
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 In the late 1980s, Sioux Falls, South Dakota recommitted to its downtown, removed 
a dead pedestrian mall, and joined the National Main Street program.  In the early 1990s, 
a set of downtown design guidelines was published to ensure the new development antici-
pated for downtown Sioux Falls would be contextually appropriate for the historic character 
of downtown.  While many of the City‘s downtown revival efforts in the past twenty-some 
years have been successful, the current design guidelines have been rendered both func-
tionally and aesthetically outdated.  
 During the three summers previous to my undergraduate matriculation at the Uni-
versity of Nebraska, I interned for the City of Sioux Falls Planning Department and Down-
town Sioux Falls, Inc., the local non-profit public-private partnership downtown organiza-
tion.  Following my graduation, I began work full time at Downtown Sioux Falls.  During 
this time, I was the staff liaison to the Downtown Design Review Committee.  I worked 
closely with both the Committee and the Planning Department on rewriting the existing 
downtown design guidelines, but neither the Planning Department nor Downtown Sioux 
Falls had the available manpower or funding to do so. 
 The existing guidelines, prepared in the early 1990s and published in 1995, are 
somewhat outdated and do not faithfully represent the current and future design issues of 
downtown Sioux Falls.  Both the guidelines and the ordinance adopted with the guidelines 
are vague.  The existing guidelines are generally considered wordy and lack detail and il-
lustration.  The new guidelines are meant to be more illustrative, less wordy, and have 
more precise language.  They are also organized in such a way that the structure of the 
document allows for easy additions, deletions, and edits.   
 I therefore proposed, as a professional project in the Master of Community and Re-
gional Planning (MCRP) degree program of the University of Nebraska – Lincoln, a set of 
downtown design guidelines and the necessary related city ordinance and documents for 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota.  A new set of downtown design guidelines are necessary in 
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Sioux Falls because the existing document was published in 1995 during the earliest period 
its downtown renaissance. They do not address the issues and land uses that could not 
have been foreseen in downtown Sioux Falls in 1995.  Additionally, the original city ordi-
nance written in conjunction with the design guidelines has given both the City Planning 
Department and the Downtown Design Review Committee, which is appointed by the Di-
rector of Planning and administered by Downtown Sioux Falls, Inc., very little power to en-
force the guidelines.  
 The professional project advisory committee was composed of Gordon Scholz, who 
also chaired the committee, Yunwoo Nam, and Zhenghong Tang, all from the University of 
Nebraska – Lincoln Community and Regional Planning program.  The ―client‖ for the end 
product was the City of Sioux Falls, South Dakota and the Sioux Falls Downtown Design 
Review Committee, both of whom were represented by Brent O‘Neil, city planner in the 
Community Development Department of Sioux Falls. 
 The Sioux Falls Downtown Design Guidelines professional project proposal was ap-
proved by the advisory committee on January 25, 2011.  I met with the Sioux Falls Down-
town Design Committee for the first time on February 15 to present my proposal and re-
ceive preliminary suggestions. Through late spring, I focused mainly on research, both for 
an academic review of design controls and for other examples of design guidelines to de-
velop a full understanding of design elements and structure for the guidelines.  I spent 
much of the summer compiling a photographic archive of appropriate and inappropriate 
design elements and began drafting the text for the final document. I met with the Design 
Committee three additional times, on June 21, October 18, and November 15.  Between 
meetings, I was in regular contact with city planner Brent O‘Neil and Downtown Sioux 
Falls, Inc. through email, providing updates and seeking comments, suggestions, and in-
put.  The full guidelines document drafts were assembled in early autumn, again being re-
viewed several times before a draft was submitted to the advisory committee in November.  
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Following the November 28 project defense, the final project, including the introductory 
explanatory section, literature review, and design guidelines was submitted on December 
2.  The final project documents were then presented to the client for further review and 
possible adoption. 
This professional project includes two larger sections in addition to this introductory sec-
tion.  The first section is an academic literature review and the second is a self-contained 
document that presents the suggested design guidelines.  
 Part I of the project is a literature review of design control.  This academically-
styled document is provided at the request of the client.  Both the City of Sioux Falls and 
Downtown Design Review Committee wished to have a better understanding of design re-
view systems and methodologies in order to most efficiently and effectively utilize the new 
guidelines.  The literature review describes the legal support for design controls, particu-
larly when balancing the legal rights of individuals with the responsibility to protect the 
public good; describes methodologies and best practices; and arguments for and against 
design controls; and explains different types of design controls, including guidelines and 
review bodies. 
 Part II of the project is the principal deliverable product for the client.  The guide-
lines are organized hierarchically.  At the first level, the document is divided into an intro-
ductory section that introduces the guidelines, describes downtown, and connects the 
guidelines with other local planning efforts.  Secondly, the document presents the actual 
design guidelines, which are grouped into general design considerations, building ele-
ments, and public space elements.  Finally, an implementation section suggests how the 
guidelines should be used.   
 The content of the Part II Guidelines document is derived from a number of 
sources.  While nearly all of the text and figures are the work of the author, the structure 
and basic considerations of the Guidelines are derived from the Sioux Falls Downtown De-
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sign Guidelines under the assumption that the elements identified in the existing guidelines 
still are considered important to the Sioux Falls community.  Thus, the basic structure and 
considerations of the existing guidelines were retained when still applicable.  Those por-
tions that did transfer from the existing guidelines to the new document were rewritten to 
match the style of the new guidelines and were generally made less wordy and more pre-
cise.  Additional ideas and considerations were derived from downtown planning docu-
ments or design guidelines from other cities.  The cities and documents chosen were se-
lected due to their location or size in an attempt to find characteristics similar to Sioux 
Falls and on recommendations from the Downtown Design Review Committee.  A full list of 
these documents is found in the bibliography on the final pages of the guidelines document 
in Part II.  Relevant design elements from other cities were adapted to fit the context of 
downtown Sioux Falls and existing Sioux Falls planning documents and were presented for 
comment to the Downtown Design Review Committee.  The resulting new Sioux Falls 
Downtown Design Guidelines document is an entirely new, more precise, more detailed, 
and more illustrative document that draws influences from the existing Sioux Falls Down-
town Design Guidelines, design guidelines from cities selected by the Sioux Falls Downtown 
Design Review Committee, and the Sioux Falls master plan visual listening survey. 
 During the first months of meeting with the Downtown Design Review Committee 
and conversing with committee members and Mr. O‘Neil, a number of procedural goals, 
objectives, and purposes for the project were identified.  Among these were ensuring that 
zoning controls and design guidelines were aligned, bringing consistency to the review 
process and expediting review, identifying distinguished geographic areas of downtown, 
adapting the guidelines to the specific design context of those areas, and balancing strong 
design standards with the rights and acceptance of property owners.  Additionally, 
throughout the process I also worked to ensure that the guidelines were easily understand-
able and usable by providing clear examples of appropriate and inappropriate design.  I 
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also suggested those design considerations which should be mandatory and which merely 
encouraged or suggested, as well as what mechanisms could be used to properly enforce 
the new design standards. 
 Several additional goals were identified that were more practically related to the 
purposes of the guideline document as a publicly used product.  These include creating a 
sense of place by emphasizing downtown‘s uniqueness and maintaining its position as the 
heart of the City and promoting economic development by increasing property values and 
encouraging district activity through good design.  The goals of the guidelines also include 
maintaining the unique and historic character of downtown by ensuring contextually-
appropriate design and historic sensitivity and encouraging and supporting street level ac-
tivity and active streets by creating a multi-modal district.  Lastly, the guidelines are in-
tended to meet the goals of the Shape Sioux Falls 2035 Comprehensive Plan, the Sioux 
Falls Downtown 2015 Plan, and other applicable area plans. 
 To include a degree of public participation, I met regularly with the Downtown De-
sign Review Committee.  The Downtown Design Review Committee is organized through 
Downtown Sioux Falls, Inc., and serves in an advisory role to and at the pleasure of the 
Sioux Falls Director of Planning and Building Services.  The Committee, composed of ap-
proximately ten architects and other design professionals, provides review of private con-
struction and renovation and public projects downtown.  Additionally, I received further 
comments, input, and review from the staff of Downtown Sioux Falls, Inc., and from sev-
eral additional employees working in downtown.  While I was not able to organize any 
large public meetings to receive public input, I had the good fortune of being able to use 
the results of a large visual listening survey conducted in 2008 during Sioux Falls‘ long-
range master planning process.  The results of this survey are included in the introductory 
section to the Guidelines and support the design recommendations and suggestions made 
in the document. 
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 Upon the completion of this professional project in partial fulfillment of the require-
ments for the Master of Community and Regional Planning degree, a final copy was handed 
over to city planner Brent O‘Neil in Sioux Falls.  Because a review of the existing downtown 
design guidelines has been planned for by both the City and Downtown Design Review 
Committee for some time, it is likely that from there, the City and Design Review Commit-
tee will utilize the project as a ―near complete‖ document and subject it to additional re-
view to meet political and practical realities before it is adopted in some form by either the 
Design Review Committee or City Council. 
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Introduction 
 Urban design controls are public policies that determine the physical characteristics 
and aesthetics that new and renovated developments are allowed.  These can take the 
form of design review processes in which developments are reviewed by a public board to 
determine appropriateness, or design guidelines, published guidebooks dictating require-
ments and standards of appropriateness.  This paper will describe the purpose and objec-
tives of design control, their legal basis, methodologies and practices of design control, ob-
jections to and support of design control, and design review processes. 
            A building can be the vision of a single person; urban design cannot.  The complex 
patterns and coherence of a city is due to the work of many architects and design profes-
sionals fitting their projects into a larger, ongoing and developing work.  Yet unless design 
professionals engage in an effort to shape the city or district as well as their individual pro-
jects, the urban design of the area will be a patchwork (Childs 2010, 7). There are several 
layers of urban design control that correspond to these complex patterns of cities. The first 
level includes traditional zoning and land use.  The second level controls the physical mass-
ing of the building including setbacks, height limits, and building envelopes, and may man-
date certain requirements such as open space.  The third level includes performance re-
quirements that are subject to review, ranging from general suggestions about rooflines to 
specific requirements for window and door openings.  The fourth and most stringent level 
of urban design control is the review of site plans, drawings, and models (So and Getzels 
1988, 189). 
Objectives, Purposes, and Goals 
 Like any other planning process, a jurisdiction wishing to implement urban design 
controls must identify objectives and goals for the controls.  Many communities that have 
or desire design control measures are aware they want the measures, but few demonstrate 
a clear understanding of how the design control measures can be successfully operated, 
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how effective they are or will be, or what the ultimate consequences of their implementa-
tion will be (Cullingworth 1991, 406). Many goals of urban design and design control are 
responses to the failures of urban renewal projects that demolished large and often histori-
cally significant portions of cities (Southworth 1989, 369). Public design controls are 
adopted in many cities to overcome failures of zoning systems to maintain the quality of an 
environment, protect or enhance community character, and/or contribute to the sense and 
image of a community. The vast majority of communities with public design controls em-
phasize the importance of community character compatibility in their design control sys-
tems (Habe 1989, 195). Many cities also identify economic development as one of their 
main goals through urban design control.  Communities see historic preservation as a way 
to attract tourists, and wish to improve the image of their downtowns to encourage people 
to work, shop, and invest there.  Another of the most common goals of urban design con-
trol is to maintain the quality and character of a district by carefully blending new and old 
buildings, particularly in historic districts (Southworth 1989, 371). Habe determined from a 
survey of American design guidelines that the three most common objectives of public de-
sign control are aesthetics, economic development, and public welfare (Habe 1989, 199).  
Similarly, Childs identifies three public goods derived from quality urban design: environ-
mental health, which is control of the built environment's effects on the natural environ-
ment, a vital public realm, and creative outlets for the pursuit of quality of life, art, and 
knowledge (Childs 2010, 6).  According to Jonathan Barnett, the five basic issues of city 
design are community, livability, mobility, equity, and sustainability, all of which may be 
attributed to urban design objectives.  Community objectives, like having an identifiable 
and vibrant downtown with good design, must be consciously created through community 
involvement.  The livability of a community includes cultural facilities, safety and protec-
tion, available employment and shopping opportunities, and various items valued by the 
community.  Mobility creates 24-hour districts compact enough to be served by walking, 
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biking, and transit in addition to cars.  Large-lot single-family housing developments and 
highway-oriented commercial space are not equitable development, nor is the concentra-
tion of people into areas of wealth or poverty.  It is not sustainable to ignore the environ-
mental impacts of the way we design cities; air pollution, heat islands, and polluted and 
excessive runoff must be mitigated through urban design to ensure the health of our com-
munities (Barnett 2003, 4).  
The Public Role 
  The role of the public sector in urban design is often underestimated. Two aspects 
have the greatest effect on urban design: development controls and public investment. De-
velopment controls frame private investment, and public investment determines what gov-
ernment builds and what is publicly financed (So and Getzels 1988).  While many believe 
the real estate market should be left to make development and design decisions by letting 
market efficiencies prevail, in reality the market has a much smaller role than it appears.  
Most of the major decisions concerning growth and development are made by the govern-
ment. Highways, bridges, dams, water and wastewater treatment plants, depreciation and 
mortgage interest deductions, enterprise zones, property tax abatement, tax increment 
financing, historic tax credits, federally-backed mortgages and mortgage secondary mar-
kets, airports, schools, and other public facilities and utilities all significantly impact the 
development and design of real estate (Barnett 2003, 9). Yet development regulations are 
also powerful forces in shaping the urban form.  Almost without exception, what is built 
and exists does so because of existing development regulations.  However, this means that 
if poor development and design is occurring, Barnett suggests that we need to adjust the 
applicable regulations (247).  Design control is a ―police power‖ delegated to local govern-
ment.  The more objective the review and guidelines are, the more easily they can be de-
fended in this manner.  The intent of design controls, therefore, is to make sure applicants 
understand the criteria on which they will be reviewed in protecting and promoting the 
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public good (271). 
 Governments also promote development and frequently are financial participants in 
private developments.  This public role in development carries an obligation to achieve a 
higher standard of design over non-publicly subsidized developers (So and Getzels 1988). 
Designers of public works such as streets and squares are strongly charged with designing 
their projects as part of the civic environment (Childs 2010, 8). Design control can there-
fore be a condition of ownership.  When a city assembles property and sells it to a private 
investor, design conditions can be made part of the transaction.  The deed can require the 
developer to fulfill certain design conditions and a public agency can review plans to ensure 
the proposal meets the conditions (Barnett 2003, 267). Design control can be a condition 
of public action as well.  Barnett suggests that whenever a project requires any kind of city 
action or subsidy to support the project, the project should come before a design review 
board (270).  The 1962 ―Guiding Principles for Federal Architecture‖ stated that federal 
buildings should be designed to reflect ―the dignity, enterprise, vigor, and stability‖ of the 
federal government and that ―special attention should be paid to the general ensemble of 
street and public places of which the Federal buildings will form a part.‖  State and local 
civic architecture should be subject to similar sentiments (Childs 2010, 10).  In Europe, 
architects for important public buildings are usually selected through a design competition.  
Competitions demonstrate the recognition that public buildings are important elements of 
the city and, because they are paid for by the public, they deserve more than the usual 
care and forethought.  Competitions also lessen the likelihood that untalented but politi-
cally-connected architects will get the work, but emphasis on design can make it difficult to 
make changes to make the building more functional after the architect has been selected  
(Barnett 2003, 243).  Regardless, it creates a very controllable design environment, one 
that many American jurisdictions may well emulate to meet urban design goals. 
Legal Issues 
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 Design controls, being more applicable to appearances than use, address a number 
of legal aspects beyond those applicable to standard zoning and other planning tools.  The 
balance between public good and private rights is the most important legal question in de-
sign control.  The built environment creates a number of private goods in addition to public 
goods, the first of which is economic gain.  However, the line between private and public 
goods can be very thin (Childs 2010, 6). It is critical for any design review process to have 
design criteria clearly articulated in advance and to have a review procedure that permits 
design review throughout the development process to balance public good with private 
rights (So and Getzels 1988, 189).  Concerning design controls, Supreme Court Justice 
Brennan concluded in Metromedia, Inc. v. City of San Diego that ―any authority wishing to 
impose design review on individuals must demonstrate a community ‗commitment‘.‖  
Therefore, it is necessary that the public must be involved in defining the public built envi-
ronment by establishing a community vision.  Justice Brennan also concluded ―a 
'comprehensive, coordinated effort‘ to raise design quality as a precondition of regulation‖ 
was necessary for any public authority wishing to impose design review on individuals 
(Childs 2010, 11). While design controls in general have judicial support, specific design 
elements address specific legal elements as well.  Commercial speech, such as signs, re-
ceives less protection than non-commercial speech.  The courts have generally agreed on a 
number of these issues.  The promotion of aesthetic objectives is a sufficient basis for the 
use of police power to control signs. The prohibition of all signs is permissible if confined to 
a limited area of special interest such as a historic district, and a sign control ordinance is 
valid even if it creates challenges for sign companies to do business.  Any sign control ordi-
nance that is part of a comprehensive city effort is more likely to withstand judicial scrutiny 
(Cullingworth 1991, 405). 
 While community involvement in planning was once rare, no community today 
makes major planning decisions without public consultation.  However, many people have 
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become impatient with the planning process.   Nonetheless, more citizen participation in 
the design review process should be encouraged. In many communities, citizen involve-
ment in the design review process is limited to attending public hearings. Few communities 
promote active participation of citizens in the design review process.   If design review 
measures are to be public policy, greater participation should be encouraged to educate 
laypersons in the importance and appreciation of good design and to garner public support 
(Habe 1989, 215-7). Cost is often a factor suppressing the level of public participation in 
urban design plans, as participatory planning can be expensive.  In some cases, participa-
tion can be through business or professional groups or a citizen task force to limit ex-
penses related to large public meetings or surveys (Southworth 1989, 395). 
Methodologies, Elements, and Practices 
 A great many architectural and design elements are addressed by various design 
controls.  The most frequently controlled elements in Habe‘s study of American design con-
trols were architectural design, materials, colors, utilities, height, and building projections 
and fixtures (Habe 1989, 202).  In many cities, pedestrians are the target beneficiaries of 
good design.  Pedestrians perceive buildings from the ground to the second or third story 
above ground level.  This is the area of the streetscape most design controls and guide-
lines focus upon (Gosling 1990, v).  Ewing and Hardy found through their visual surveys 
that the physical features most significant for pedestrians are long sight lines, individually 
identifiable buildings, proportion of first floor facade windows, proportion of the sidewalk 
with street wall, number of pieces of public art, number of people, and outdoor dining 
(Ewing and Handy 2009, 71). Ewing and Handy then attempted to measure the perception 
of urban design qualities, focusing on the qualities touted as most ―important‖ in the litera-
ture: imageability, enclosure, human scale, transparency, complexity, legibility, linkage, 
and coherence (66), imageability being the quality of a physical environment that evokes a 
strong image for an observer.  Highly imageable environments have landmarks and ele-
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ments that are easily identifiable and grouped into an overall pattern (71).  Enclosure is 
the creation of an ―outdoor room‖ through a sense of enclosure and definite shape, created 
by a strong streetwall (73).  Human scale is defined by building heights and widths along 
the street.  Various literature states that buildings taller than three to six stories tall are 
out of human scale.  Human scale is also defined by human speed.  Signs and streetscape 
features designed for pedestrians are more human-scaled than those designed to be ob-
served from a speeding automobile (76).  Transparency is the ability to see or even imag-
ine what is behind the street edge.  The best example of this is storefront windows that 
allow pedestrians to see the activity occurring in buildings (78).  Complexity is related to 
the number of distinct pieces of information people are exposed to in a certain time.  Hu-
mans are comfortable receiving information at usable rates.  Pedestrians walking down a 
sidewalk require a relatively high degree of complexity.  Too few streetscape elements 
make a space boring, but too many unpredictable and varied elements make a space con-
fusing (79). 
 The creation and implementation of the various types of urban design controls are 
as varied as the local authorities implementing them.  The process in which design controls 
are derived and planned, and the way design control processes are carried out require de-
fined methodologies and are subject to a number of best practices.  As noted before, while 
most communities know why they want design controls, few understand how to success-
fully operate a design control system, how effective they are, and what consequences they 
may have (Habe 1989, 199). Policies must therefore be determined at an early stage in 
the process.  Punter and Carmona identify a number of essential policies for urban design.  
The fundamental urban design policy objective is that development should respond appro-
priately to its visual, social, functional and environmental context.  Policies should be based 
on a broad concept of urban design, and they should integrate built and natural environ-
mental concerns, especially sustainability. Policies should specifically respond to the most 
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commonly encountered design problems and inadequacies, should encourage the use of 
architectural skills and the development of contemporary designs that respect their sur-
roundings, and should be written with the means of implementation in mind, and amended 
in the light of monitoring experience.  Supplementary design guidance that identifies indi-
vidual design criteria and considerations should be organized hierarchically, collated with 
design appraisals and assessments, cross-referenced and published alongside the plan. 
(Punter and Carmona 1997, 189).  After establishing goals and policies, the most common 
analytical method for planning design controls and guidelines is the field survey.  Effective 
field surveys should also have clear goals and categories of analysis to provide objective 
analyses during later planning periods (Southworth 1989, 376).  
 Sensitive districts like downtowns or historic districts borrow strategies from shop-
ping malls and office parks that allocate money from rent for maintenance and design of 
the public realm, to ensure it remains safe, clean, and attractive.  Streets are the essential 
space in the public environment, representing approximately a quarter of urban land area.  
Several measures are necessary for good design on urban streets.  Enough room must be 
left for pedestrians, and signs and street furniture must be well organized. Street lighting 
must be made friendly to both motorists and pedestrians.  Street trees should be cared for 
and kept alive, and easily-maintained paving materials should be chosen (Barnett 2003, 
215-226).  Luminaries such as William Whyte and Jan Gehl indentify crucial principles for 
the design of public spaces.  Public spaces must be legible and must allow for a pleasant 
microclimate. Seating must be made available, and opportunities for people-watching 
should be created.  Food and good lighting must be provided, and surrounding activities 
should be encouraged.  Public spaces should be designed within walkable distances to cre-
ate the right environment for pedestrians (231-8). 
Downtowns and Historic Districts 
 Downtowns are the districts most frequently subjected to specific urban design con-
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trols.  Since the 1950s and 1960s city centers have had to respond to competition from 
suburban shopping malls and office parks and commercial development along highways.  
Meanwhile, city governments have been obligated to defend the large portion of a city‘s 
jobs and property values that downtowns represent.  Federal urban renewal funds were 
used to assemble land and demolish downtown buildings to make way for offices, hotels, 
and apartment towers. This was not always successful, and today, cities have learned how 
to build on the unique advantages of downtown districts to bring success to and revitalize 
downtowns.  Preserving historic buildings, constructing cultural facilities, encouraging spe-
cialty retail and entertainment, building convention and event centers, and supporting of-
fice buildings with parking structures have all gone hand in hand with placemaking strate-
gies like streetscape improvements, waterfront renewal, and the creation of urban plazas 
and parks to create a sense of place in downtowns (Barnett 2003, 12).  There is a tremen-
dous investment in infrastructure and property built up in downtowns.  The financial inter-
ests in downtowns range from not only taxpayers, but also to national banks and corpora-
tions, to real estate investments, to municipal bond holders, etc.  Because of the large in-
vestment in downtowns, they often support much of a city‘s budget, as well (194). Down-
towns‘ most important competitive advantage is that they are real places.  Building on 
their unique advantages, central location, compactness, historic buildings, and variety, 
gives them their best chance at prosperity.  Built up over decades (or centuries) by many 
different decisions and individuals, they have an ambiance almost impossible to duplicate 
because they are real places (209).  Therefore, downtowns remain today, the most impor-
tant place-making district of the city.  Design that characterizes downtowns best character-
izes the city as a whole.  
 The other primary district types subject to design controls are historic districts.  The 
reasonableness and effectiveness of design controls is greatest in limited and distinguished 
areas like historic districts where design controls also tend to be the least controversial 
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(Cullingworth 1991, 408).  The first of two basic design questions for historic districts is 
concerned with the appropriate way to treat existing buildings, including paint colors, the 
replacement of deteriorated elements, and expansions and changes from different periods.  
The second question addresses non-historic gaps in historic districts and provides guidance 
on whether new buildings should be built in the dominant historic style, or if not, what 
types of architectural expression are appropriate (Barnett 2003, 267).  Many design con-
trols in historic districts do just this—address historic buildings and new construction within 
the context of the historic district. 
Review Processes 
 One major aspect of urban design control is the design review process.  Design re-
view is the process by which construction or development is determined to be appropriate 
or inappropriate according to adopted or accepted design standards. Many communities 
have a design review board that reviews proposals for compliance with special area plans 
or local ordinances.  Most statutes establishing such boards require a certain percentage of 
the board be design professionals.  Almost all such boards also have both preliminary and 
final reviews so that applicants can take the board‘s suggestions into account before hard 
budgetary and design commitments (Barnett 2003, 272).  Sometimes a review board of 
experts makes judgments without published standards, but more frequently, communities 
publish guidelines and make judgments with more objectivity, consistency, and predictabil-
ity (Habe 1989, 195).  Design review boards can either advise the planning or zoning com-
mission as part of the approvals process, or directly advise the city‘s mayor or city man-
ager as part of the administrative process. In many cities, the planning commission refers 
projects to official design review boards for advice.  Some commissions refer all projects 
larger than a certain size to a review board.  Review boards can also act as a quality con-
trol mechanism for city-initiated projects (Barnett 2003, 280).   
 Regardless of the specific review process, it is important to establish structures for 
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due process.  This includes ensuring that review is done by people with appropriate skills in 
a transparent process with records of decisions and means for appeal. The development of 
broad, substantive, and open design principles are very important in design review, espe-
cially to accommodate creativity and innovation in order to encourage vitality (Childs 2010, 
11-2).  This avoids ―design by committee‖ and unnecessary input that can ruin a design.  
Punter establishes twelve principles for best practice for design review, which he groups 
into four categories.  The first deals with how a community might develop a vision for de-
sign and local control of review.  The second group answers how planning, zoning, and fis-
cal tools can be used to develop and approach design review and result in better designed 
projects.  The third group deals with what types of design principles are to be addressed.  
Finally, the fourth category of principles answers what types of review processes are to be 
adopted to insure fairness, efficiency, and effectiveness (Punter 2007, 170).   
Guidelines 
 A compromise between laissez-faire development and rigid design control are infor-
mal guidelines.  However, informal guidelines are not a substitute for legal sanctions, 
which are warranted in sensitive areas (Cullingworth 1991, 409).  Design guidelines stipu-
late which physical changes are acceptable and enable a community to control alterations 
to the built environment and how new structures affect the urban environment (Burayidi 
2001, 293). It is generally agreed upon that design guidelines should be a check-list for 
design rather than a set of mandates or precepts. For a competent designer, a design 
guidebook is unnecessary, and for an incompetent designer it is useless (Cullingworth 
1991, 406-9). Thus, design guidelines are not written to instruct designers and developers 
how to design or detail individual buildings.  Rather, they are written to promote the visual 
compatibility of adjacent and nearby buildings at district or city-wide scales.  Guidelines 
seek to promote visual coherence and provide an attractive pedestrian environment 
(Gosling 1990, v).  The balance between specificity and generality to maintain visual com-
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patibility in design guidelines is complicated.  The more specific design guidelines are, the 
higher the predictability and lower the political difficulty during the review process.  How-
ever, highly specific standards can be counter-productive by restricting innovation and pro-
ducing monotony (Habe 1989, 210). 
 The credibility of design guidelines is strengthened when the guidelines are part of 
an ordinance code.   The adoption of design guidelines only as guidelines outside the 
framework of formal legislation gives all parties great flexibility, while guidelines or design 
review systems adopted with legal standing allow for more effective enforcement (Habe 
1989, 211). The advantage, though, of explicit regulations in zoning ordinance text, spe-
cifically in relation to design, is that a developer is informed in advance of exactly what is 
required, and the public exactly what to expect within the scope of the law (So and Getzels 
1988, 187). 
Support and Criticism 
 The arguments for and against design controls are varied and many.  Residents 
support design controls because they contribute to community stability by discouraging 
incompatible buildings and encouraging a desirable community character and accompany-
ing property values.  Politicians support design controls in response to the wishes of vot-
ers.  Businesspeople, particularly those involved in tourism, retail, and restaurants, sup-
port design controls because they benefit from an aesthetically attractive community.  
Planners prefer the consistency of design standards when reviewing proposals (Habe 1989, 
198). 
 The most basic argument against design review and control is the inherent Ameri-
can resistance to any public intervention in matters involving private property rights. De-
sign review systems and design guidelines are subject to numerous other criticisms, in-
cluding increased development cost, the tendency to make a district or city look monoto-
nous and dull, inhibiting innovation, impingement on free expression, and concerns about 
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review board members‘ qualifications (Habe 1989, 196). The main obstacle to implement-
ing design controls in special districts is the assent of property owners.  While owners can 
be overruled by a master plan or overlay district, the decision can be very politically diffi-
cult when the property owners affected are in objection.  Incentives, such as tax increment 
financing or property tax abatements can make it worthwhile for property owners to agree 
to the plan (Barnett 2003, 262). Developers who are subject to design review are often at 
a disadvantage.  Usually, changes to a design are not required until after the design is 
completed.  Changes that are determined to be needed can sometimes make the design 
worse than it was before.  These last minute changes make a consistent design difficult to 
achieve (So and Getzels 1988, 188). Architects are divided over support for design con-
trols.  Some resent restrictions on their ability to design while others see benefit in nego-
tiations with clients when they can point to design requirements (Habe 1989, 199). 
Conclusion 
 The number of communities employing public design control tells us that the Ameri-
can public expects government to regulate more than just density and land use controlled 
by zoning regulations. Many communities also expect a new development to be aestheti-
cally pleasing, standing alone, as well as within the context of its neighborhood. (Habe 
1989, 214).  Design controls are now widely adopted and have achieved a level of judicial 
support.  The methodologies determining the process and elements of control can vary 
widely.  The most important issue for design controls, though, is how effective they are: do 
design controls, design review, or design guidelines result in a more aesthetically pleasing 
and useful built environment? The implementability of design controls is an important 
measure of their effectiveness.  Implementability includes the clarity, predictability, and 
speed of the design evaluation process, as well as the enforcement of design standards 
(207).  But it is often difficult to articulate design standards and requirements that are 
comprehensible and clear.  This can create an unfair environment if a property owner can-
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not understand what is and is not permitted (Cullingworth 1991, 406).  A study by Punter 
and Carmona found that design policies in themselves do not always achieve better design, 
nor do they change design control practices for the better.  Rather, a lack of design skills, 
low standards of taste, and a low emphasis on quality undermine good design.  Unfortu-
nately, the sentiment that ‗good design is primarily the responsibility of designers and their 
clients‘ leaves too much up to chance and bad taste (Punter and Carmona 1997, 188).  
One conclusion we draw from this is that a community‘s implementation of design controls 
may need to include an element of education.  Additionally, public involvement introduces 
an impetus for both civic buildings and private developments widely seen or used by the 
public to include good design.  Public participation is important in urban planning and pub-
lic policy, and even more so in the case of design controls as the public‘s voice makes its 
wishes known. 
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1. Introduction to the Sioux Falls Downtown Design Guidelines 
Objectives and Purpose of These Guide-
lines 
 
Guidelines ensure a degree of order, har-
mony and quality within the built environ-
ment, so that individual buildings and pro-
jects succeed on their own yet also contrib-
ute to a unified and distinct downtown dis-
trict. The Sioux Falls Downtown Design 
Guidelines establish a visual image and 
identity that strengthens downtown as a vi-
brant, dynamic, thriving hub of activity and 
business that serves the entire Sioux Falls 
community and surrounding region.  This 
image shall celebrate the downtown‘s heri-
tage, present importance, and future poten-
tial to define it as a significant destination 
point and the cornerstone of Sioux Falls. The 
Sioux Falls Downtown Design Guidelines are 
intended to promote the vitality and eco-
nomic health of downtown by maintaining 
and enhancing its physical appearance.  The 
successful implementation of these guide-
lines will reinforce the downtown‘s strong 
visual image as a distinct and inviting place 
to live, work, shop, and visit which offers a 
unique appeal not found in other areas of 
the city. 
 
The historic core of Sioux Falls has served 
as the civic and cultural center of the region 
for many years and retains numerous build-
ings that convey its early character. But be-
cause downtown is no longer the sole center 
for the community‘s retail, office, and finan-
cial activity, it must be able to compete with 
other areas in the city also offering these 
services.  This can be done most effectively 
by conserving and nurturing an inviting im-
age as an area with its own unique sense of 
place to promote use of the district.  The 
goal is to build a recognizable district with 
an appealing atmosphere that integrates 
harmony and continuity in the building de-
sign and public realm improvements, is pe-
destrian-friendly, fosters civic pride and 
ownership, promotes a dense of place spe-
cific to Sioux Falls and offers a feeling of se-
curity. 
 
Sioux Falls Downtown Design Guidelines 
have three main purposes.  They are in-
tended to: 
 
 Create a sense of place by emphasizing 
downtown‘s uniqueness and maintaining 
its position as the heart of the City. 
 
 Promote economic development by in-
creasing property values and encourag-
ing district activity through good design. 
 
 Maintain the unique and historic charac-
ter of downtown by ensuring contextu-
ally-appropriate design and historic sen-
sitivity. 
 
This document provides guidance for new 
construction, remodeling, renovation, and 
rehabilitation of existing buildings, and im-
provements to the public realm, which in-
cludes the streetscape, sidewalks, and open 
spaces used by the general public.  Incorpo-
ration of these design guidelines with the 
design and decision-making process will pre-
serve and enhance the unique qualities of 
downtown Sioux Falls. These guidelines are 
intended to be used in conjunction with the 
City‘s zoning ordinance, building code, and 
the Secretary of the Interior‘s Standards for 
Rehabilitation of Historic Structures.   
 
The guidelines are a descriptive template for 
maintaining and improving the urban char-
acter of downtown without dictating or pre-
scribing a specific style or theme. Moreover, 
the guidelines reinforce the ―urban fabric‖ of 
downtown Sioux Falls, where buildings are 
built edge-to-edge and engage the streets. 
The goal is to create a ―unity of design,‖ not 
monotonous uniformity or standardization of 
architectural forms.  ―Good design‖ is a elu-
sive quality that is difficult to define. These 
guidelines are intended to be flexible and 
promote innovative designs which are com-
plementary to the character of downtown. 
The Design Guidelines also offer designers a 
flexible tool for quality and innovation. 
Guidelines do not prescribe specific design 
solutions or make rigid requirements. It is 
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important that every project address all ap-
plicable guidelines, but it is also important 
to encourage creative solutions to design 
opportunities.  No set of rules can anticipate 
all the situations and conflicts that will occur 
during a development project.  While it is 
not possible for these guidelines to antici-
pate every problem in advance, they have 
the advantage of articulating the important 
issues in advance, informing financial and 
design decisions before the formal review 
process begins. There is always the possibil-
ity that rules designed to prevent bad design 
will also prevent something good.  Indeed, 
there will always be many ways of meeting 
a particular guideline.  
 
The specific goals of these Sioux Falls Down-
town Design Guidelines are as follows: 
 
 Foster and maintain Downtown Sioux 
Falls‘ economic viability by encouraging 
high-quality redevelopment and new de-
velopment. This includes promoting con-
tinuity, compatibility, and integration of 
development in order to maintain a de-
sirable environment and promote contin-
ued economic development. Additionally 
the guidelines are meant to encourage 
property improvements and invest-
ments. 
 
 Create a sense of place and maintain the 
unique identity of Downtown Sioux Falls 
by guiding development that comple-
ments and promotes compatibility with 
the existing character of Downtown 
Sioux Falls. This will result in a beautiful 
and memorable downtown that is central 
to the City‘s image. 
 
 To build upon historical character, pre-
serve and protect the historic and/or ar-
chitectural value of downtown buildings 
and structures. This includes promoting 
and encouraging the sensitive reuse of 
historical structures while managing 
change and accommodating compatible 
improvements. 
 
 Encourage and support street level activ-
ity and active streets by creating a multi
-modal district that encourages walking 
and lingering, integrates public transit 
and bicycle use, and provides ―just 
enough‖ parking to create a ―park once 
and walk‖ district.  
 
 Meet the goals of Shape Sioux Falls and 
the Sioux Falls Downtown 2015 Plan or 
other applicable area plans. 
The Downtown Area Defined 
The area outlined on the adjacent map is 
the official downtown boundary.  The 
downtown boundary is set by the City 
Council to designate the official downtown 
area, which defines the Central Business 
District, Business Improvement District, 
Urban Renewal District, and Downtown De-
sign Review District.  It is bordered on the 
east by Weber Avenue and Franklin Ave-
nue, on the west by Minnesota Avenue, on 
the south by 14th Street, and on the north 
3rd Street and Falls Park Drive.  Within 
this area are significant financial institu-
tions, specialty retail shops and restau-
rants, city and county government facili-
ties, cultural and entertainment venues, 
many business services, and increasing 
residential options. 
Figure 1: Downtown‘s Location within Sioux Falls 
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1. Falls Park 
2. County Courthouse and Administration Building 
3. Old Courthouse Museum 
4. Public Library 
 
Red outline: Downtown BID Boundary 
5. City Hall 
6. Carnegie Town Hall 
7. Fawick Park 
8. Washington Pavilion of Arts and Sciences 
 
Yellow outlines: Historic Districts 
Figure 2: Downtown Sioux Falls Boundaries and Features 
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Sioux Falls: A Pictorial History 
by Gary and Erik Olson 
 
Sioux Falls was founded by land speculators 
who hoped to claim prime townsites in an-
ticipation of the arrival of railroads and set-
tlers.  The Western Town Company of Du-
buque, Iowa arrived in 1856 to claim the 
land around the falls, considered a promis-
ing townsite for the falls beauty and hydro-
power. The Dakota Land Company of St. 
Paul soon followed in 1857.  Each laid out 
320-acre claims, but worked together to 
build a temporary barricade of turf they 
called ―Fort Sod‖ in response the threat of 
hostilities from native tribes.  The town was 
evacuated in August of 1862 when two local 
settlers were killed as a result of the Dakota 
War in southwestern Minnesota.  The aban-
doned townsite was pillaged and burned.   
In 1865 Fort Dakota, a military reservation 
was established on the site of present day 
downtown. 
 
The first plat of Sioux Falls was filed on Au-
gust 9, 1871, by Josiah L. Phillips for the 
quarter section containing the few log build-
ings of Fort Dakota.  The plat laid out down-
town streets, blocks, and lots from 6th to 9th 
Streets and Phillips to Minnesota Avenues, 
creating the framework for all subsequent 
development. 
 
The original buildings of downtown Sioux 
Falls were small, simple, wood frame build-
ings typical of a western main street.  None 
of these buildings remain today.  The arrival 
of the railroad brought significant popula-
tion growth in Sioux Falls in the 1880s.  
Most of the original wood framed buildings 
were replaced with larger buildings built of 
brick or stone from the new commercial 
quartzite quarries.  Before the twentieth 
century the predominant business district in 
Sioux Falls was located between 7th and 
11th Streets and Main and Island (now 
First) Avenues.  Early downtown Sioux Falls 
streets were covered with gravel or cinders.  
The first streetcar system, the horse-drawn 
Sioux Falls City Street Railway Company 
system was introduced in 1887, and the 
first street was paved in 1888, when Phillips 
Avenue was paved with quartzite blocks 
from 5th to 12th Street.  Phillips Avenue 
served as the main commercial street and 
adjacent areas were mostly residential.  As 
the decades continued, the core business 
district expanded into these residential ar-
eas. 
 
During the few decades around the turn of 
the century, downtown became character-
ized by pinkish Sioux quartzite and red 
pressed brick.  Most of downtown was 
densely lined with buildings built right up to 
the edge of the sidewalk and sharing com-
mon walls.  The largest and most grand 
buildings of three or four stories were often 
located on street corners and featured or-
nate cornices, brackets, turrets, and towers.  
The two-story brick and stone storefronts 
that made up the rest of downtown contin-
ued to be built in the western main street 
style, with recessed entryways and large 
ground floor display windows topped with 
transom windows.  Storefronts also gener-
ally had highly stylized cornices and oper-
able canvas awnings.   Second floor win-
dows were generally tall and narrow with 
decorative sills and moldings.  Buildings not 
constructed of quartzite often had quartzite 
foundations.   Downtown‘s commercial 
streets featured a regular division of build-
Figure 3: Panorama of 9th Street and Phillips Avenue. Source: Library of Congress 
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ings into vertical segments or bays, creating 
a repeating rhythm of consistent widths. 
Manufacturing, wholesaling, and warehouse 
buildings developed near the rail lines that 
developed along the Big Sioux River.  Many 
of these buildings still exist on the north 
end of Downtown on the west bank of the 
river and all along the east bank.  Construc-
tion of the 6th Street bridge and county 
courthouse also spurred development in the 
north end of downtown.  On the other end 
of downtown, Senator R.F. Pettigrew se-
cured federal funding to built the post office 
and federal building on South Phillips Ave-
nue, which stimulated development in the 
south end of downtown. 
 
Steel frame construction in the early 20th 
century allowed the construction of several 
new large buildings including the Boyce-
Greeley building, Shriver‘s department 
store, and the Security Bank building.  At 
about the same time, the automobile stimu-
late the development of an ―auto row‖ 
downtown.  Most of Sioux Falls‘ major deal-
erships and garages in 1915 were concen-
trated around Dakota Avenue and 9th 
Street. 
 
Though few new buildings had been built 
since 1921, downtown remained the city‘s 
retail, government, financial, and cultural 
center for some time after World War II.  
Downtown businesses began their suburban 
exodus beginning about 1960.  As was the 
case for many American cities, an urban 
renewal program began in the late 1960s to 
attempt to revitalize downtown.  Many new 
buildings were constructed, but the in-
creased use of automobiles resulted in 
many old buildings that contributed to 
downtown‘s historic image being razed to 
make room for more parking.  Sioux Falls 
began its historic preservation movement in 
1975 and was able to save and preserve 
several historic structures.  In 1973, a por-
tion of South Phillips Avenue was closed to 
automobile traffic, creating a pedestrian 
mall.  The experiment was ended in three 
phases, as Phillips Avenue was reopened to 
traffic as downtown‘s main pedestrian-
oriented commercial street between 1984 
and 1989.  The river greenway system was 
begun in the 1977, and included a trail sys-
tem along the Big Sioux River through 
downtown connecting to Falls Park. 
 
In 1989, Main Street Sioux Falls, Inc. (now 
Downtown Sioux Falls, Inc.) was founded as 
part of the National Main Street Program.  
Commercial vacancy rates since 1990 have 
dropped from approximately 40 percent to 
only 10 percent.  The 1990s and 2000s saw 
the construction and renovation of many 
downtown buildings.  Washington High 
School was renovated into the Washington 
Pavilion of Arts and Sciences, a new county 
courthouse was built, Phillips Avenue was 
extended to Falls Park, the city invested 
heavily into renovating Falls Park into a re-
gional attraction, and many new residential 
options have become available.  In the early 
21st century, downtown Sioux Falls is poised 
to realize numerous developments on the 
north end of downtown and on the east 
bank of the Big Sioux River.  Downtown is 
also once again returning its attention to 
the river with new greenway projects and 
buildings facing the river after decades of 
underutilizing the Big Sioux. 
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Shape Sioux Falls 
Visual Listening Survey 
 
In 2008, a visual listening survey was un-
dertaken by RDG Planning and Design of 
Omaha, Nebraska to elicit public input for 
the Shape Sioux Falls 2035 Comprehensive 
Master Plan.  The visual listening survey 
used 167 images focused on ten land use 
issues to determine community values and 
preferences.  A total of 1466 survey re-
sponses were collected.  The main conclu-
sions drawn from the visual listening survey 
find the following community values and 
preferences: 
 
 Incorporation of quality open space and 
landscaping 
 Pedestrian-oriented site amenities 
 Pedestrian architectural scale, traditional 
building materials and design. 
 Commercial districts that encourage tight 
building setbacks from public sidewalks 
 Incorporation of ―complete street‖ stan-
dards 
 Encouragement of active public open 
spaces 
 Public and private property maintenance 
standards 
 Encouragement of mixed-use develop-
ment 
 Sign standards to reduce clutter and en-
courage more aesthetically pleasing 
signs 
 Sensitivity to historical design character 
 Residential development with reduced 




The highest-rated 15 percent of images in 
the visual listening survey featured a high 
rate of the following values and preferences 




 high density residential 
 outdoor dining 
 pedestrian amenities 
 pedestrian-orientation 
 pedestrian-scale building 
 public art 
 public open space 
 tight building setback 
 traditional ―main street‖ building  
 traditional architecture 
 traditional building materials 
 traditional building scale 
 traditional signage 
 trees 




RDG identified specific conclusions drawn 
from the visual listening survey for specific 
land use categories.  Those pertaining to 
downtown urban design are included below. 
 
Multi-family residential 
 Improve open space and landscape fea-
tures; more important than architectural 
style 
Coordination with Shape Sioux Falls Long Range Master Plan, 
Sioux Falls 2015 Downtown Master Plan, and DTSF Strategic Plan 
In 2008 and 2009, the City of Sioux Falls under-
took a long-range master planning effort called 
Shape Sioux Falls.  To obtain public input, the City 
contracted with RDG Planning and Design to con-
duct a visual listening survey to obtain information 
on citizen values.  The following sections recount 
information from the Shape Sioux Falls plan.  The 
first section contains information derived from the 
visual listening survey.  The second section de-
scribes the land use policies from chapter 8 of 
Shape Sioux Falls.  The following section de-
scribes historic preservation and conservation poli-
cies from chapter 5 of Shape Sioux Falls.  After 
Shape Sioux Falls, the document lists the goals of 
the Sioux Falls 2015 Downtown Master Plan.  
Lastly, two short descriptions of results from the 
2008 Downtown Sioux Falls, Inc. strategic plan are 
presented.  The first is from a citizen survey and 
the second is a list of goals identified by the Down-
town Design Review Committee. 
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 Favor traditional architecture over mod-
ern 
 Favor hiding of automobile parking facili-
ties 
 Favor tight street yard patterns with 
clear definition/delineation of public/
private space with quality low fencing 
 Density less important than quality of 
site improvements and street pattern 
 
Commercial 
 Favor traditional ―main street‖ architec-
tural character over more modern com-
mercial building styles 
 Favor enhanced pedestrian amenities 
within commercial developments, espe-
cially in large parking lots 
 Favor outside ―people activity areas‖ in 
commercial districts, including outdoor 
dining 
 Favor incorporation of significant land-
scape elements in commercial develop-
ments, including green areas in large 
parking lots 
 Favor ―downtown-type‖ pedestrian-
oriented commercial developments over 
―strip‖ auto-oriented developments 
 Favor accommodations of bicycles in 
commercial areas 
 
Office and Industrial 
 Quality of architecture and building ma-
terials more important than architectural 
style.  Plain concrete or metal clad build-
ings not desired. 
 
Mixed-use 
 Mixed-use images rated very high as a 
group 
 Favor public space incorporation into 
mixed-use environments 
 Favor downtown character, pedestrian-
oriented mixed-use developments 
 
Open Space 
 Category included the highest-rated im-
ages 
 Favor improved mixed-use open spaces 
with combination of hard and soft sur-
faces 
 Incorporation of water is important 
 Public art is important 
Signage 
 Favor well-designed monument-type 
signs, natural materials, in a landscaped 
base area 
 Do not favor large pole signs, of metal 
and plastic, with multiple messages 
 Favor traditional downtown-like wall 
signage 
 Favor signage designed as an element of 
the development or facade, rather than 
haphazard placement 
 Favor gateway and wayfinding public 
signage 
 Do not favor temporary, portable, ban-
ner, or gimmicky signage 
 Do not favor billboards 
 
Landscaping 
 Quality landscaping is an important com-
ponent of downtown streetscape im-
provements 
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Shape Sioux Falls 
Chapter 5: Land Use 
 
The Shape Sioux Falls 2035 Comprehensive 
Plan chapter on land use and development 
policies identifies a number of recommenda-
tions and design policies grouped into eight 
categories.  Among those applicable to 
downtown include:  
 
Streetscape 
As Sioux Falls‘ most visible and ubiquitous 
public spaces, the city‘s streets and corridors 
should provide the traveling, multi-modal 
public with an attractive, safe, and function-
ally appropriate transportation environment.  
Street appearance and design should rein-
force quality private development on adja-
cent sites. 
 Sidewalks in mixed-use areas should be 
designed for outdoor activity 
 Street trees should be allowed 
 Speeds on local streets should be limited 
 Corridors for special design treatment 
should be identified 
 The City should develop a streetscape 
elements manual to ensure consistent 
and attractive features 
 Streetscape elements include the follow-
ing: benches, bike racks, bollards, bus 
stops, kiosks, mail collection boxes, 
newspaper dispensers, parking meters, 
public art, railings and fences, signage, 
utility lines, trees and other plantings, 
tables and chairs, drainage intakes, light-
ing, manhole covers, medians, waste and 
recycle receptacles 
 Above ground utilities should minimize 
their impacts on street corridors 
 
Signs 
Signs in Sioux Falls should be appropriately 
scaled and distributed--neither so small that 
they fail to communicate effectively, nor so 
large that the signs dominate the environ-
ment.  Attractive and innovative sign design 
should be encouraged, and sign locations 
should minimize visual conflict and clutter. 
 Allow signage master plans to provide 
flexible signage regulation 





 Size commercial signs appropriately 
 Office signage typically smaller than 
commercial signage 
 Add public directional signage systems 
 Encourage creative sign design 
 Limit commercial signs in mixed-use ar-
eas to appropriate-scaled signs 




Sioux Falls‘ street and transportation net-
work should accommodate all modes of 
transportation, with special consideration to 
encourage pedestrian, bicycle, and public 
transportation. 
 Identify ―complete streets‖ corridors de-
signed to accommodate pedestrian, bicy-
cle, and public transportation 
 Provide mass transit 
 Provide bicycle parking 
 Provide direct pedestrian pathways in 
nonresidential areas 
 Provide transit access and bicycle park-
ing in convenient locations 
 
Open Space 
Developments in Sioux Falls should incorpo-
rate open spaces in both the public and pri-
vate environment.  Open spaces should con-
tribute to the overall visual and functional 
quality of projects and should encourage a 
range of uses and densities appropriate to 
individual developments. 
 Allow flexibility in landscaping techniques 
 Integrate functional private open space 
into commercial, office,  multifamily, or 
mixed-use projects 
 Green corners by landscaping an area at 
intersections 
 Preserve environmental resources 
 Pedestrian and bicycle connections to 
public open spaces 
 Landscape techniques for long-term vi-
ability 
 Design for maintenance 
 Green buildings 
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Parking 
Projects in Sioux Falls should provide ade-
quate and convenient parking, but parking 
should not dominate the cityscape.  To the 
greatest degree possible, parking facilities 
should be part of the designed environment, 
functioning safely and smoothly for users, 
[and] minimizing negative impacts.‖ 
 Provide flexible parking requirements 
that reflect the real needs of specific pro-
jects 
 Encourage on-street parking in mixed-
use areas 
 Minimize visual impact of parking 
 
Transitions 
Developments in Sioux Falls should manage 
incompatibilities between land uses of differ-
ent intensities, and provide seamless and 
smooth transitions from one use to another. 
 Add options for smooth transitions be-
tween nonresidential and residential uses 
 Encourage contextual design options 
 Require roof designs to screen rooftop 
mechanical equipment from view 
 Require intensive uses to deflect light 
away from residential areas 
 
Vertical Mixed-Use 
The intent of pedestrian-oriented mixed-use 
development is to fully integrate more than 
one use in a unified and fully pedestrian con-
nected planned project, thereby reducing 
vehicular trips, using land efficiently, and 
tending to create more active and lively ur-
ban environments.  In vertical mixed use 
areas (urban villages), densities are usually 
higher and projects frequently have the 
scale and character of a downtown.  In ur-
ban villages, buildings, rather than parking 
lots, define the street, and structures typi-
cally have two or more stories.  This street 
orientation creates a much tighter street-
scape setting, reducing traffic speeds and 
increasing walkability.  Urban villages also 
create populated places rather than just pro-
viding lots for development; consequently, 
appearance, design, and function of the de-
velopment is emphasized along with land 
use. 
 Allow vertical mixed-use as an option in 
Sioux Falls with buildings of at least two 
stories that contain more than one use. 
 Require on-street parking 
 Enhance corner features 
 Enhance the ground levels of parking 
structures 
 Establish additional mixed-use sign poli-
cies 
 In vertical mixed-use development, pro-
vide pedestrian-scale, street orientation, 
building details, and other attributes 
typical of downtown or town center dis-
tricts 
 Require a step-down for building transi-
tions consistent with surrounding devel-
opment 
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Shape Sioux Falls 
Chapter 8: Historic Preservation and 
Neighborhood Conservation 
 
Downtown is atypical of Sioux Falls‘ other 
core neighborhoods in that there is a high 
concentration of commercial activities.  It is 
the city‘s central business district, with an 
increasing residential prevalence.  Down-
town has been influenced heavily by chang-
ing trends and has adapted to the challenges 
of urban sprawl, suburban shopping malls, 
and federal renewal programs.  Creative in-
centives to encourage private reinvestment 
have been coupled with investments in pub-
lic facilities to successfully maintain the eco-
nomic viability of the district.  An image of 
downtown as a special place is emerging 
from the current trend of rehabilitating its 
distinctive old buildings for new uses.  The 
City maintains a partnership with Downtown 
Sioux Falls, Inc. (DTSF) to promote and en-
gage the downtown.  Jointly, the City and 
DTSF are focusing on preserving the historic 
characteristics of downtown, promoting re-
development of under-utilized sites, facilitat-
ing the development of additional housing 
units, enhancing art and aesthetics, and im-
plementing public improvement projects.  
These approaches create a healthy and vi-
brant downtown, which in turn increase the 
overall health of the city and help build the 
city‘s image.  The historical and architectural 
elements of downtown are an important part 
of its character and should be preserved 
when possible.   Properly maintained histori-
cal buildings offer a special environment, 
positively impacting their greater surround-
ings.  Further, impacts to historic properties 
are often irreversible, and any demolitions 












Sioux Falls 2015 Downtown Plan 
 
The Sioux Falls 2015 Downtown Plan was 
adopted in 2002.  It is assumed that as the 
city draws nears 2015, a new downtown 
master plan will be created.  Current Plan 
goals include: 
 
 Protect and enhance the aesthetic appeal 
of downtown. 
 Integrate the Big Sioux River and Falls 
Park into downtown. 
 Encourage private sector investment in 
the downtown locations designated as 
high priority redevelopment areas.   
 Invest the public resources necessary to 
stimulate new economic growth down-
town, and give strong support to the 
economic development programs and 
activities that help maintain a healthy 
downtown economy. 
 Develop downtown as the City‘s desig-
nated arts, culture, and entertainment 
district, expanding the inventory of out-
door public visual art and extending the 
range of cultural programming and ac-
tivities. 
 Preserve the historic buildings of down-
town and provide assistance to promote 
the sensitive rehabilitation of underuti-
lized buildings, creating space for unique 
and exciting new uses. 
 Maintain an effective transportation sys-
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Downtown Sioux Falls 2008 Strategic 
Planning Survey 
 
In response to the question ―What features 
do you favor the most in other downtowns?‖, 
the ten most frequent responses to Down-
town Sioux Falls‘ 2008 Strategic Planning 
survey were, in order of frequency, restau-
rants, shopping, historic character, pedes-
trian friendliness, unique and local busi-
nesses, art, outdoor dining, entertainment 
options, architecture and streetscape, and 
ease of parking.  Six of these ten (historic 
character, pedestrian friendliness, art, out-
door dining, architecture and streetscape, 
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2.1. General Design Considerations 
Character and Context 
Downtown buildings should enhance, not de-
tract, from downtown‘s overall visual charac-
ter. 
 
Buildings should fit into their architectural 
surroundings by relating to nearby buildings.  
They should contribute to the quality and 
character of their architectural context. 
While not all buildings must necessarily be 
identical in their materials, colors, scale, 
height, rhythm, and proportion, they should 
be considered in the context of surrounding 
structures.  New buildings should not call 
attention to themselves through excesses or 
novelty.  This is not to say, however, that 
architectural expression is not allowed, only 
that uncharacteristic buildings will be consid-
ered on a case by case basis. 
 
Appropriate 
Traditional architectural elements used at a 
scale proportionate to the size of the build-
ing 
Materials, colors, scale, height, rhythms, 
proportions, and architectural motifs that 




Out-of-scale architectural elements 
Building elements that do not respect the 
character of adjacent buildings 
Appropriate: Materials and window forms traditional to down-
town.  The Bus Stop closely mimics the nearby historic Rock 
Island train depot. 
Inappropriate: The newer building on the left is out of context 
with the older building on the right. It does not share similar 
materials, scale, height, proportions of openings, or architectural 
features. 
Some buildings uncharacteristic to downtown may still  become 
landmarks and important contributions to downtown 
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Mixed Uses 
A healthy downtown should endeavor to bal-
ance housing, working, shopping, recreation, 
and civic uses.  Large, single-use areas 
should be avoided.  A true mixed-use district 
will sustain healthy levels of activity at all 
hours of the day, contributing to downtown‘s 
vitality and security.   
 
The addition of residential units on the upper 
floors of any new construction or renovations 
is strongly encouraged.  Increases to down-
town‘s permanent, round-the-clock popula-
tion will support additional businesses and 
activities. 
 
All new construction and redevelopment 
should occur within the context of the verti-
cal mixed-use ―urban village‖ concept de-






Downtown buildings should be built to hu-
man scale.  Downtown has never been home 
to many high rises, so buildings considerably 
taller than existing structures are inappropri-
ate.  Even for taller or large buildings, use 
human-scale details to break down the mass 
and make the building more accessible.  
Buildings should be built to be easily accessi-
ble to and comfortable for the pedestrian, 
and overly-large monumental development 
projects should be avoided. 
 
Appropriate: Buildings with ground floor storefronts and second 
floor residential lofts 
Inappropriate: This structure is imposing and intimidating to 
pedestrians 
Appropriate: Though massive, this building is visually broken 
down by details and is very approachable from the street  
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Sustainability 
Use sustainable practices whenever possible 
as long as they do not detract from the char-
acter, pedestrian activity, and economic vi-
tality of downtown. 
 
Guidelines from official energy certification 
programs such as US Green Building Council 
Leadership in Energy and Environmental De-
sign (LEED) should be consulted in deter-




Use durable local materials. 
Build and maintain structures to operate at 
high efficiency over the long term 
 
Inappropriate 
Applying ―green‖ practices that detract from 
quality downtown-character design 






Downtown is Sioux Falls‘ historic core and 
retains many of its historic structures.  Pro-
jects involving the renovation or remodeling 
of downtown historic buildings should reflect 
the original architectural character of the 
building. Preservation, renovation, and reha-
bilition of historic structures should be con-
sistent with the Secretary of Interior‘s Stan-
dards for Rehabilitation to the greatest de-
gree practicable and reviewed by the Board 
of Historic Preservation.   Additional costs 
can be defrayed through the City‘s historic 
façade easement program. 
Appropriate: The Standard Oil building has been preserved and 
adapted for new use in a historically responsible manner 
Appropriate: Cherapa Place is one of the first LEED-certified 
buildings in South Dakota and utilizes numerous sustainable 
measures 
Inappropriate: Historic ele-
ments should be maintained 
and preserved, not hidden 
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Vacant Lots 
Consider temporary uses for vacant lots until 
development can occur.  Finding temporary 
uses for otherwise vacant properties will add 
activity to downtown and may establish new 
permanent uses.  Options for use include 













Embrace the River 
After many decades of turning its back to 
the Big Sioux River, downtown is returning 
to the riverfront.  New construction near the 
River should face a primary façade toward 
the River and include access down to the 
river greenway.   Renovations to existing 
buildings along the River should attempt to 
introduce more access to the River as well.  
Additional river greenway improvements are 
encouraged, the design of which should link 
the built environment of downtown with the 
natural environment of the greenway sys-
tem and the dominant quartzite image of 
the Falls. 
Appropriate: Vacant properties such as the northeast corner of 
14th Street and Minnesota Avenue can be given temporary 
uses, such as this gateway plaza. 
New construction, such as Cherapa Place and the new CNA 
Surety Building, have begun facing the Big Sioux River.  Reno-
vations of existing buildings, such as the Raven campus, are 
encouraged to address their riverside as well. 
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Build-To Lines and the Streetwall 
Downtown‘s character is strongly influenced 
by a strong streetwall, a continuous line of 
building facades at the sidewalk edge.  The 
arrangement of buildings in relation to the 
street and sidewalks clearly defines the 
street edge and organizes sidewalk activity.  
It is important to maintain the traditional 
streetwall of downtown by retaining the set-
back of historical buildings.   
 
New construction and modifications to exist-
ing buildings should respect the setback al-
ready established by surrounding buildings.  
Most downtown structures are built to their 
property line on the primary street facade 
and fill the width of the lot.  Downtown 
buildings should be built to the property line 
when the property line is adjacent to the 
sidewalk, reflecting the traditional placement 
of existing buildings. 
 
Buildings should be built to the property 
lines at the lowest 2 floors.  Step-backs of 
upper stories away from the primary street 
facade are encouraged to better fit with 
shorter adjacent buildings. 
 
Provisions for larger setback guidelines may 
be made for wider sidewalks and plazas.  
 
Entrance porticos, stoops, awnings, grand 
entrances, and canopies may all encroach up 
to a maximum of 6 feet into the public right 
of way. 
2.2. Building Design Criteria  
Appropriate: Building to the sidewalk establishes a strong sense 
of place on a block by enclosing the street 
Inappropriate: a larger than normal setback, with even greater 
upper-floor stepbacks weakens the streetwall  and sense of 
enclosure 
Inappropriate: Downtown buildings should meet the property 
line.  Parking lots in front of buildings create a suburban look. 
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Street-Level Activity 
The ground floor of a building is the most 
important part of the building.  It is the por-
tion experienced by people walking past or 
entering the building.  Downtown buildings 
should provide a continuous, rich pedestrian 
experience along its ground floor street 
front.  Buildings should provide a visual con-
nection between the sidewalk and the build-
ing‘s ground floor activity, especially retail, 
dining, and entertainment activities, but also 
offices and other uses.  Large amounts of 
ground-floor glass create transparency along 
the street level.  Transparency fosters inter-
action between the public realm of the street 
and the private realm of the building.  
 
Appropriate 
Transparent windows providing views of the 
business space 
Product display windows. 
Facades that create a rhythm of bays, col-





Long blank walls without articulation or vis-
ual interest  
Appropriate: Active ground floor uses and transparent buildings 
encourage active streets and sidewalks 
Inappropriate: Long blank walls are uninteresting and do not 
encourage activity 
Inappropriate: Auto-oriented activities at street level lower pe-
destrian activity and create dead spaces 
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Height, Rhythms, and Alignment 
Relate the height of new buildings to 
neighboring structures at the property line.  
New structures should not be significantly 
taller or shorter than neighboring buildings.  
The traditional urban form of downtown 
Sioux Falls is characterized by taller, larger 
buildings on the corners of blocks, with 
shorter buildings at mid-block.  Corner build-
ings should be a minimum of two stories, 
and preferably at least three.  While one-
story buildings are acceptable at the mid-
block, they do not establish a strong street-
wall; two-story buildings are preferred. 
 
Theeffect of building height of views and 
shading should be conisidered.  Buildings 
built on the north side of a block should not 
shade the sidewalk of the east-west street to 
the north on the winter solstice. 
 
There are a number of architectural features 
that create a visual continuity when aligned 
from one building to the next.  Typically 
aligned elements in adjoining buildings may 
include storefront kickplates, top and bottom 
heights of storefront windows, transoms, 
sign band above street level, upper story 
window openings, parapets and cornices, 
rooflines, and the basic horizontal and verti-
cal proportions of the building. 
 
Appropriate 
Tall buildings at corners 
1, 2, and 3-story buildings at mid-block 
Buildings no more than two stories taller 
than adjacent buildings 
 
Inappropriate 
Short, squat buildings at corners 
Tall towers at mid-block 
Buildings that are imposingly taller than 
their neighbors. 
Appropriate: Taller buildings should be placed on corners.  The 
Boyce-Greeley building features horizontal rhythms of transoms, 
upper-floor windows, belts, and brickwork 
Inappropriate: The building on the right is completely out of 
scale with its neighbor, and does not continue any horizontal 
rhythms like belts and courses or windows. 
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Width, Rhythms, and Alignment 
Buildings should maintain a rhythm of tradi-
tional façade widths, especially for storefront 
and street level façade elements. This can 
be done by changing patterns, setbacks, 
window design, façade proportions, façade 
height, or by the use of columns and pilas-
ters. 
 
Façade widths for new buildings and addi-
tions should mimic the façade widths of 
buildings on the same block.  A single façade 
should not extend more than 40 feet wide.  
For buildings wider than this, the façade 
should be broken down into small segments, 
mimicking rhythms of nearby buildings. 
 
Appropriate 
Wide building broken into bays with store-
fronts, pilasters, or other rhythms 
 
Inappropriate 
Long, blank, unarticulated walls 
Appropriate: The vertical rhythms of the 8th & Railroad building 
break up its length into visually coherent bays with ground-floor 
storefronts 
Appropriate: This new building uses storefront-width rhythms to 
break up its width and mass 
inappropriate: The long, unarticulated walls of this building do 
not emphasize human-scale streetwall rhythms and patterns. 
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Primary Façades  
Preservation and repetition of traditional fa-
çade elements creates patterns along the 
streetwall that contribute to the character of 
downtown.  Even when a building has 
changed, it is still important to retain or re-
interpret the traditional façade elements.  
Theme elements that alter the character of 
the façade should not be applied if they are 
not historically appropriate for the building 
or the surrounding area. 
 
Traditional commercial facades have a three-
part horizontal layering.  The lowest is the 
storefront.  The storefront is primarily com-
posed of large display windows.  The upper 
façade is the middle layer and is constructed 
primarily of brick, stone, or sometimes 
stucco.  The upper façade is characterized by 
symmetrical, regular window openings.  The 
building cornice is the highest part of the 
traditional commercial facade.  It is con-
structed of stone, brick, or formed sheet 
metal and visually caps the building.  Pri-
mary building facades should be designed to 
exhibit traditional three-part horizontal lay-
ering, overall verticality, and balanced com-
position. 
 
Traditional façade elements include: 
 Kick plates at the base of building fronts 
 Ground floor display windows 
 Recessed main entrance areas or angled 
corner entrances 
 Transoms above entrance doors; align 
transoms with neighboring buildings 
 Clerestory windows above ground floor 
display windows 
 Sign bands 
 Parapet walls or cornices 
 Vertical window shapes and patterns on 
upper floors 
 Pilasters, decorative brick and stone. 
 
Brick and quartzite are the predominant 
building façade materials downtown.  Materi-
als that are not compatible with nearby fa-
cades, such as EIFS, mirrored glass, and 
plastic panels should be avoided. 
 
Large blank walls are not acceptable.  Verti-
cal articulations such as pilasters and hori-
Appropriate: This facade demonstrates multiple storefront bays, 
awnings, balanced upper floor windows, vertical elements, and 
an articulated roofline 
Appropriate: This facade features a traditional three-part hori-
zontal layering and balanced composition 
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zontal articulations such as belt courses 
should subdivide the wall into segments of 
pedestrian scale.  Windows should be in-
cluded to make the building wall more trans-
parent and bring activity out onto the street. 
 
Horizontal articulations such as awnings, 
canopies, transoms, belt courses, and cor-
nice lines should be aligned among adjacent 
facades to create consistency in the street-
wall. 
 
The storefronts of a larger building with mul-
tiple storefronts within the façade should be 
compatible. 
 
Awnings, canopies, and arcades along fa-
cades create pedestrian refuge from sun and 
rain. 
 
Sconces and other ornamental wall mounted 
lighting may be used to accent entries or 
highlight façade elements. 
 
All façade projections such as awnings, 
canopies, signs, balconies, and window bays 
must have a minimum clearance of 8 feet 
above the sidewalk.  Façade projections are 
limited to six feet from the property line into 
the public right-of-way. 
 
Inappropriate 
Large expanses of blank walls 
Removal of original facades 
Covering of original facades with metal or 
other materials 
Removing or covering major distinguishing 
features of a façade 
Blocked-in window openings 
New window and door openings 
New windows that do not correspond in size 
or shape to original window openings. 
Inappropriate: Do not cover or conceal traditional facade ele-
ments 
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Side and Rear Facades 
Secondary facades are facades of buildings 
that do not face the primary street.  Secon-
dary facades on corners should not directly 
compete with primary facades, but should 
maintain the traditional features of a down-
town building façade.   Secondary facades of 
buildings on street corners must contain 
windows and/or storefronts and upper story 
windows.  Secondary facades facing a street 
must be built using the same materials as 
the primary building façade.   
 
Rear and side facades that do not face 
streets or other buildings should still be 
maintained to support the overall appear-
ance of downtown.  Rear entrances to build-
ings that face public parking areas are en-
couraged.  Side and rear facades should in-
clude windows and doors to articulate the 
façades.  Side and rear facades should not 
compete with the primary building façade.  
Side and rear facades need not be built with 
the same material, but should be built with 
materials consistent with downtown build-
ings, such as brick or quartzite. Any façade 
that is visible from the street should respect 
that fact and be designed appropriately.  
 
Party walls and shared walls are traditionally 
built with less costly materials.  Stone, brick, 
and concrete block are common party wall 
materials.   
Appropriate: This rubble side wall has been well preserved with 
appropriate window openings.  Note the sign band of the side 
facade matches the material and color of the front facade. 
Appropriate: Rear facades may be utilitarian, but those plainly 
visible should be built with quality materials or painted. 
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Storefronts 
Storefronts are the most important factors 
determining activity at street level.  Store-
fronts must provide a permeable view into 
the buildings on a street and allow activity to 
flow in and out easily.   
 
New and redesigned storefronts must be 
viewed and designed to reflect the tradi-
tional patterns of storefronts existing down-
town.  Remodeled storefronts must be de-
signed to fit within the original building. 
 
Storefront designs should reflect the tradi-
tional three-layer design of a transom area, 
display windows, and bulkhead/kickplate. 
Storefront materials should be wood, metal, 
or brick. 
 
Storefront entrances should be recessed 
slightly from the rest of the building façade.  
Four feet is a typical recess.  Setting the 
door back creates a distinct pedestrian 
threshold.  The building line for upper floors 
should remain at the sidewalk edge. 
 
Preferably as much as 60% to 80% of the 
storefront should be transparent glass.  Of-
fice buildings that front on streets with 
heavy pedestrian traffic or areas where 
storefronts are the norm should contain 
storefronts or a storefront appearance at 
street level.  These storefronts should be 
40% to 60% transparent glass. 
 
Appropriate 
Large, clear panes of glass 
Transoms over doorways to maintain the full 




Oversized and undersized interpretations of 
storefronts 
Opaque or reflective glass 
Small or divided windows 
Blocked views into stores and restaurants 
Unpainted wood bulkheads and kickplates 
Appropriate: Though rather tall, this storefront features many of 
the traditional storefront elements 
Appropriate: This storefront features the traditional three-layer 
design with a bulkhead, display windows, and a transom 
Inppropriate: This storefront is solid, opaque, and features few of 
the traditional storefront elements 
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Entrances 
Building entrances must be prominent and 
easy to identify.  The main pedestrian en-
trance to a building must be easily recogniz-
able and located on the building‘s primary 
street façade. 
 
Entrances must be designed and orna-
mented in a manner consistent with the 
character of the building. Entrances can be 
distinguished with the following treatments: 
 A tower or taller mass above, that ex-
tends out from the rest of the building 
façade 
 Special architectural elements such as 
columns, pilasters, awnings, canopies, or 
ornamental lighting 
 Placing the entry in a recessed bay in the 
façade, which can feature special paving 
and tiles. 
 
Primary building entrances to a multi-tenant 
building should be accentuated and designed 
to appear different than entrances to ground
-level businesses.   Entrances that connect 
to a central lobby should be distributed 
along different facades.  Large buildings that 
front multiple streets should have multiple 
entrances.  In mixed use buildings, en-
trances to upper-floor residential and office 
uses should be clearly distinguishable from 
retail entrances.  Corner entries reinforce 
the importance of intersections as areas of 
pedestrian interaction and activity.   
 
The original size, shape, proportions, posi-
tion, and function of original primary en-
trances in historic buildings should be re-
tained. Primary entrance doors for busi-
nesses should be transparent, allowing 
passersby to see activity within the building 
and bringing activity and life to the street.  
Doors at storefronts should include large 
window openings that permit views into the 
business, and should have similar materials 
and design of the storefront and façade.  
High quality materials such as wood, 
stainless steel, bronze, and other ornamen-
tal materials are encouraged.   
 
Roll-up security doors should be designed to 
conceal housings and tracks.   Any exposed 
Appropriate: This main entrance is called out with an awning, 
lighting, planters, and vertical facade elements 
Appropriate: This main entrance is called out with a canopy, 
ornamentation, vertical facade elements, and is recessed 
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Doors with large glass area 
Lighting emphasizing entrances 
Transoms over doors 
Primary building entrances at the corner for 
buildings at intersections 
 
Inappropriate 
Primary entrances three or more feet above 
or below the sidewalk level 
Solid doors with small or no windows 
Reflective, opaque, or heavily tinted glass 
doors 
Utility equipment placed near primary en-
trances 
 
Appropriate: This upper-floor office entrance is clearly separate 
from the adjacent storefronts 
Appropriate: The main entrance to the Boyce-Greeley building is 
identifiably separate from the individual business doors on either 
side, but shares many common design elements 
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Windows 
Windows should be designed to adhere to 
the character of the architectural style of the 
building and adjacent buildings.  All windows 
in a façade should be related in design, pro-
portions, trim, and operation.   
 
The street level of downtown buildings 
should be primarily transparent, with pedes-
trian-oriented windows in the storefronts.   
Upper floors should incorporate vertically-
proportioned windows traditional to down-
town into a more solid façade. Upper-story 
façade elements should reflect existing win-
dow-to-wall surface ratios. Upper-story win-
dows should be smaller in size than store-
front windows on the ground floor and open-
ings should be a smaller proportion of the 
façade surface area. Existing alignment pat-
terns for upper-story windows should be 
maintained.  Upper story windows should 
appear transparent from street level, with 
minimal or no tinting.  Metal bars should not 
cover upper story windows. 
 
Windows should be generally consistent in 
shape and location within the façade across 
adjacent buildings to create a harmonious 
pattern within the street wall.   Header lines 
or sill lines should be aligned if possible. 
Clerestory and transom windows are sug-
gested to contribute to the continuous hori-
zontal patterns of storefronts. 
 
Original windows should be repaired rather 
than replaced whenever possible.  The func-
tional and decorative features of historic 
windows, including the frame, sash, mun-
tins, mullions, glazing, sills, heads, jambs, 
and moldings should be preserved if possi-
ble.  If repair is not feasible, replacement 
windows should match the existing windows 
as much as possible, especially in terms of 
size, proportion, frame and trim materials, 
and method of operation. When replacing 
windows, the size and number of glass 
panes should match the original windows.  
Regardless of repair or replacement, the po-
sition, number, and arrangement of historic 
window openings should be preserved. Exist-
ing upper-story windows should not be filled 
in, decreased in size, or changed in shape.   
Appropriate: These upper-story windows are vertically propor-
tioned and respect a higher solid-to-void ratio for upper facades 
Inappropriate: These windows are too tinted and reflective 
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The historic ratio of solid-to-void is a charac-
ter-defining façade feature.  Upper story 
windows should be re-opened if they have 
been blocked, but new window openings that 
disrupt the existing façade balance and pro-
portions of the façade should not be intro-
duced. 
 
In new construction and significant renova-
tions, use windows of a similar size and 
shape to those used traditionally downtown. 
 
Curtain wall window walls should not be 
used as a primary wall cladding on pedes-
trian-oriented streets or within the historic 
districts. 
 
Windows should not be flush with walls.  
Glass should be inset a minimum of three 
inches from the surface of the exterior wall 
to add relief to the wall. 
 
Appropriate 
Using historic materials for frames and sills 
such as wood 
Operable windows 
Appropriately scaled exterior sills and lintels 
Regular spacing and rhythm of similarly 
shaped windows 
Vertically proportioned window panes or win-
dow openings on upper floors 
 
Inappropriate 
Darkly tinted or reflective windows 
Vinyl-clad windows 
Anodized, shiny, or unfinished metal window 
frames and trim. 
Simulated ―snap-in‖ muntins or lites 
Windows with greater horizontal than verti-
cal proportion 
Continuous horizontal bands of windows that 
extend the full width of a façade 
 
Inappropriate: All upper-story windows of this building have 
been filled in 
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Rooflines 
The roofline establishes a building‘s relation-
ship with adjacent buildings.  Roofs in down-
town Sioux Falls tend to be flat with a raised 
parapet and a decorative cornice. 
 
Decorative cornices should be maintained 
where existing, and emphasized during 
renovations.  The original roofline and para-
pet features should be retained in any reno-
vation. 
 
New construction should feature interesting 
and detailed roof lines and be compatible 
with the rooflines of existing adjacent and 
nearby buildings. 
 
Rooftop mechanical equipment should not be 
visible from the street and should be 
screened by parapets and cornices. 
 
Buildings featuring roof overhangs should 
also include decorated soffits. 
 
In most areas, pitched roofs are inappropri-
ate unless there is a strong visual connection 
with an existing building with a pitched roof.  
New construction near railroad depots, First 
Lutheran and First Congregational churches, 
or the Old Courthouse Museum may appro-
priately include pitched roofs. 
 
Appropriate 
Detailed cornices and parapets 
 
Inappropriate 
Flat, straight, unarticulated roof lines 
Poorly detailed decorated roofs 
Roof forms not traditionally found downtown 
(gable, hip, gambrel, mansard) 
Appropriate: Interesting and detailed roofline 
Appropriate: Interesting and detailed roofline 
Inappropriate: The roofline on the right is flat, unarticulated, 
and uninteresting  
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Rooftops 
Roofs should be designed to acknowledge 
their visibility from the street and other roof-
tops.  Rooftop uses are acceptable along the 
street façade, but must not visually impact 
the architectural character of the building.  
Rooftop railings, lighting, and plantings must 
not interfere with visible decorative architec-
tural elements like parapets or cornices. 
 
Mechanical equipment should be screened 
from the street and other buildings.  If para-
pets cannot effectively hide equipment, 
screening walls or enclosures constructed to 
be architecturally similar to the building 
should be used. Unused equipment should 
be removed. 
 
Green roofs are encouraged for aesthetic 
and functional considerations.  Green roofs 
should provide the infrastructure and main-
tenance to support the vegetative surface.  
Opportunities to grow gardens can even be 
provided. 
 
When possible, downspouts, gutters, and 
other roof drainage components should be 
integrated into walls. 
 
Appropriate 





Exposed mechanical equipment 
Exposed telecommunications equipment 
Chain link and corrugated metal fencing, ex-
posed sheet metal boxes 
Inappropriate: Though not visible from its primary street, this 
building’s roof and utilities are visible from the next street 
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Materials and Colors 
Traditional building materials in downtown 
Sioux Falls such as brick, quartzite, and 
terra cotta are preferred as primary building 
façade materials.  These materials contribute 
to a sense of permanence. 
 
Original materials should be retained when-
ever possible during repairs or restoration.  
Avoid concealing original façade materials.  
If original materials have been covered, un-
cover if feasible. 
 
New materials similar in character to tradi-
tional materials may be acceptable.  Alterna-
tive materials should appear similar in scale, 
proportion, texture, and finish to traditional 
materials.  Glass and smooth metal are ac-
ceptable for use in a limited way, such as on 
street level storefronts, but not for cladding 
an entire building.  Non-traditional materials 
may be acceptable in certain situations, but 
not to a degree that they diminish brick and 
stone as the dominant character-making 
materials for downtown.  Consideration will 
be given to other materials on a case-by-
case basis, especially in areas of downtown 
where less of the original historic fabric re-
mains.  
 
Use building materials that are familiar and 
in traditional sizes that establish a human 
scale.  If stone or brick is chosen for a pro-
ject, the size and color of the masonry units 
should not contrast sharply with those of ad-
jacent buildings. 
 
Materials on the storefront and upper floors 
of a façade should be compatible.  Materials 
used on secondary and rear facades that do 
not front on a street are typically less costly. 
 
Proper maintenance of masonry facades is 
important to the visual appearance of the 
building.  Repointing and cleaning of ma-
sonry should be conducted by professionals 
experienced in such work.  Masonry and 
stone walls should not be covered with 
stucco, artificial stone or brick, or EIFS.   
 
Develop a comprehensive color scheme for a 
building.  The colors of individual buildings 
Appropriate: Quartzite is an appropriate material predominant 
in downtown buildings 
Appropriate: Dark red brick is an appropriate material predomi-
nant in downtown buildings 
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downtown vary, but the predominant colors 
of the area are shades of brown, tan, red, 
purple, and pink; due to the predominance 
of brick and quartzite as traditional buildings 
materials in downtown. When restoring a 
building, consider the original color scheme 
if possible.  Select colors that also comple-
ment the predominant colors of adjacent 
buildings. Color schemes should be simple, 
using the minimum number of colors neces-
sary.  
 
Consider colors that accent the building‘s 
predominant materials or use pre-existing 
colors.  Muted colors make for a uniform 
background.  Use one color on similar ele-
ments to tie them together.  Reserve bold, 
bright, or dark colors for accents to empha-
size ornamentation or entrances.  
 
It is inappropriate to paint unpainted brick.  
It is preferred to remove paint from painted 
bricks.  If the existing paint on brick is in 
poor condition but paint removal will dam-
age the brick, the bricks should be re-
painted.   
 
Appropriate 
Natural and subdued building colors 
Limited use of boldly-painted trim 
Brick, stone, or terra cotta 
 
Inappropriate 
Painting unpainted brick 
Brightly painted buildings 
Mirrored or tinted glass 
Imitation materials such as laminates, styro-
foam wood, plastic brick or stone, sheets of 
brick veneer 
Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems 
(EIFS) 
Unpainted or rough-sawn wood 
Asbestos, asphalt, vinyl, or aluminum siding 
Rustic shingles 
 
Inappropriate: Large, unarticulated concrete or EIFS surfaces 
Appropriate: Use bold or bright colors to call out architectural 
details 
Inappropriate: Concrete block is not an appropriate building 
material downtown 
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Building Ornamentation 
Much of the character of downtown Sioux 
Falls is due to the detail and ornamentation 
of its buildings. Existing ornamentation on 
historic or significant buildings must be 
maintained.   
 
Appropriate 
Maintaining intact original ornamentation. 




New construction that features out of place 
ornamentation or building ornamentation 
uncharacteristic with downtown. 
Removing character-contributing ornamenta-
tion from a building. 
Appropriate: Maintain original ornamentation 
Appropriate: Maintain original ornamentation 
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Building and Site Lighting 
Exterior lighting of building facades should 
be an integrated component of the façade 
design.  Architectural lighting can be used to 
articulate and emphasize certain aspects of 
building design.  Cornice lighting and 
uplighting may be used to create effects of 
shadow, relief, and outline. Flood lighting 
and uplighting may be appropriate for gate-
ways and landmark buildings. 
 
Site lighting should not adversely affect visi-
bility for pedestrians or automobiles. Light 
fixtures should incorporate shields to direct 
light. Shield site and security lighting from 
adjacent residential uses so it does not shine 
in windows.  Light spills into the night sky 
should be minimized.   
 
Light sources should not be visible.  Use 




Wall-washing lighting fixtures 
Decorative architectural lighting fixtures 
Screened uplighting on buildings or inte-




Neon silhouette accent lighting 
Flashing lighting 
Fluorescent tube lighting 
Low pressure sodium lamps 
Security spotlights 
Appropriate: Building-mounted lights that fit the architecture and 
details of the building.  Light spills into the sky are shielded. 
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Awnings and Canopies 
Overhead cover should be provided where 
buildings meet the sidewalk, offering pedes-
trians protection from sun and rain.  This 
can be provided by awnings, canopies, or, in 
the case of buildings with recessed ground 
floors, arcades. 
 
Awnings should match the width of the win-
dow or storefront opening to emphasize the 
building‘s proportions. Awnings should be 
aligned with other awnings on the block, 
particularly the bottom edge of the awning.  
The top edge of the awning should be 
mounted to align with the transom.  Awnings 
on the storefront level should not be so large 
as to extend to the second story. Awnings 
should not obscure or damage important ar-
chitectural details. 
 
Sloped awnings with open or closed ends are 
acceptable.  A continuous valance, either 
fixed or loose, should be included along the 
lower edge, which may be used for signage. 
 
Colors of the awning should reflect the 
muted colors commonly found downtown 
and should complement the colors of the 
building to which it is attached. Awning color 
should be coordinated with the color scheme 
of the building façade as a whole.  Solid col-
ors are encouraged. 
 
Operable retractable fabric awnings are en-
couraged.  Awnings should be weather-
treated canvas., but vinyl may be acceptable 
in some cases. 
 
Clearance from the sidewalk to the bottom 
of an awning is required to be a minimum of 
eight feet to a maximum of fourteen feet. 
Awnings may extend no more than six feet 
from the lot line. 
 
Canopies should be constructed with accent 
building materials that are present in other 
portions of the building, such metals, glass, 
or terra cotta accents and should be com-
patible with the primary building material.  
Canopies must be narrow in profile. 
 
 
Appropriate: Close-ended fixed canvas awning with signage 
Appropriate: Open-ended operable canvas awning 
Inappropriate: Hard plastic bubble awnings. 
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Recommended types of canopies: 
Suspended cantilever canopy: structural or 
aesthetic support provided from above 
Bracket-supported canopy: structural or aes-
thetic support is provided from below 
 
Appropriate 
Canvas fixed or retractable awnings 
Simple shed shaped awnings 




Upper floor awnings and canopies 
Oddly shaped, bullnose, barrel, and bubble 
awnings 
Over-sized advertising on awnings 
Rigid plastic or metal awnings 
Appropriate: Decorative brackets of bracket-supported canopy 
Appropriate: Canopy integrated into building design 
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Service Areas and Mechanical Equip-
ment 
Service areas, including loading docks and 
trash receptacles, and mechanical equip-
ment, such as antennas, HVAC units, and 
meters should be hidden from general sight.  
Service areas and mechanical equipment 
should be located in alleys or far from pe-
destrians, if possible, and screened if they 
cannot be located out of sight.  Screens 
should be made of high-quality materials. 
Unfinished concrete block and chain link 
fences are inappropriate screens. 
Appropriate: Mechanical equipment should be placed behind 
buildings and out of sight 
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Private Signage 
Signs are a necessary part of a downtown 
commercial district.  Well designed signs can 
contribute to the visual interest of a street, 
but inappropriate and cluttered signage can 
be detrimental to a downtown‘s image.  
Signage throughout Downtown Sioux Falls 
should be designed to be pedestrian friendly 
in scale, location, and readability. 
 
Types 
Marquee Signs: large canopy-like structures 
mounted over the entrance to a theater 
 
Wall Signs: signs located on, and parallel to, 
a building wall. Signs mounted parallel with 
the building face, particularly on the lintel 
above the street-level story of a building.  
Place wall signs to align with nearby build-
ings to maintain established patterns. Locate 
a wall sign within a panel formed by mold-
ings or transom panels, if present. Locate 
over storefronts, on transom, or flanking 
doorways. Do not obstruct character-
defining features of the building. Minimize 
the depth of sign panel and/or letters. 
 
Blade Signs: signs which are oriented per-
pendicularly to the building façade and are 
suspended under a bracket or other mount-
ing device. Design the sign bracket as a 
decorative, complementary element of the 
sign. Mount small blade signs near the busi-
ness entrance, just above or to the side of 
the door. Small hanging signs are appropri-
ate under a canopy. 
 
Projecting Signs: cantilevered signs that are 
structurally affixed to the building and ori-
ented perpendicularly to the building façade.  
Locate large projecting signs higher on the 
building, centered on the façade or at the 
corner.  
 
Awning Signs: signs applied to the awning 
valence, side panel of awnings, mounted 
above the valance and oriented parallel to 
the building façade, suspended under the 
awning like a blade sign. 
 
Canopy Signs: signs applied to the front or 
side fascia of a canopy, mounted above the 
Appropriate: Marquee Sign 
Appropriate: Projecting Sign 
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canopy fascia and oriented parallel to the 
building façade, suspended under the can-
opy like a blade sign.  Most appropriate in 
areas of high pedestrian use.  Consider in 
locations where a flush-mounted wall sign 
would obscure architectural details. 
 
Recessed Entry Signs: signs oriented parallel 
to the building façade and suspended over a 
recessed entry. 
 
Window Signs: signs applied directly to a 
window or mounted or suspended directly 
behind a window. Design to minimize the 
amount of window covered. 
 
Building Identification Signs: signs located 
on, and parallel to a building wall, mounted 
to the front or side fascia of a canopy, or ap-
plied directly to a window or suspended di-
rectly behind a window which announce the 
name of a building 
 
Freestanding Monumental Signs: signs that 
are mounted on the ground near buildings.  
These signs are best used near buildings 
that are set back from the sidewalk and 
should be designed with colors and materials 
complementary to the building. 
 
Temporary Signs: signs located on, and par-
allel to, a building wall or applied directly to 
a window or mounted or suspended directly 
behind a window and are designed, con-
structed, and intended for display on private 
property for a a period of no more than 90 
consecutive days per year. 
 
Directory Sign: small scale sign located on a 
primary ground-floor wall of a building con-
taining multiple tenants to display tenant 
name and location. Consolidate small, indi-
vidual signs and place them on a single 
panel to make them easier to locate. 
 
Historic painted signs and advertising on 
walls: existing painted signs should be pre-
served, but not repainted or painted over, 
and new signs should not be painted to 
mimic historic signs. 
 
 
Appropriate: Wall Signs 
Appropriate: Wall Signs 
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Regulations 
The area of all signs on a building shall not 
exceed an area of two square feet per each 
foot of street frontage occupied by the build-
ing, and in no event exceed a total of 100 
square feet on each street frontage. Banners 
and flags are allowed, provided each does 
not exceed 24 square feet and that the area 
is included in the total allowed sign area, 
unless the banners or flags are purely 
graphic or patriotic in content. 
 
A sign may not project beyond the property 
line further than six feet, except for signs on 
or suspended under canopies.  Projecting 
signs must have a clearance of at least eight 
feet over the sidewalk.  The top of all signs 
shall be placed no higher than the sill line of 
the second story windows for buildings two 
stories or taller, or no higher than three feet 
below the highest point of the front façade 
for one-story buildings. 
 
Signs should be subordinate to the overall 
building composition. Signs should be scaled 
to fit with the façade of the building. Locate 
a sign to emphasize design elements of the 
façade itself and mount signs to fit within 
existing architectural features. Signs are to 
be placed in a manner so as not to obscure 
significant architectural details or features. 
Avoid damaging or obscuring architectural 
details or features when installing signs. 
Minimize the number of anchor points when 
feasible. 
 
Nationally recognized identification signs, 
such as those for fast food franchises or 
chain stores are permitted only when scaled 
down in size and integrated into the design 
and proportions of the building on which 
they are mounted.  
 
‗A‘ Boards should be used sparingly.  While 
they can contribute to the vitality of the 
street by advertising businesses, products, 
and special offers, they can become obstruc-
tions on the sidewalk.  If feasible, place ‗A‘ 
boards in recessed storefront entryways. 
 
Temporary signs and posters made of card-
board, paper, or similar temporary material 
Appropriate: Blade Signs 
Appropriate: Building Identification Sign 
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advertising coming events are permitted.  
The appearances of such signs must conform 
to downtown sign standards. These signs 
may not exceed four square feet.  Tempo-
rary signs and posters may be placed no 
more than three weeks prior to an adver-
tised event and must be removed no later 
than one week after the event.  Banners de-
signed through or approved by the City or 
Downtown Sioux Falls, Inc. may be hung 
from monumental sign piers located at inter-
sections throughout downtown, on historic 
lampposts, or from the 11th Street skywalk.  
These banners should advertise significant 
downtown events  in a style consistent with 
the established DTSF brand. 
 
Sign colors, materials, and details, should be 
compatible with the overall character of the 
façade. Use sign materials that are compati-
ble with the building façade. Sign materials 
should be durable and easy to maintain.  Ap-
propriate sign materials include painted 
wood, carved wood, epoxy letters, galva-
nized sheet metal, stone, painted, stained, 
or sandblasted glass, clear and colored 
acrylic, neon, and stained glass. 
 
Do not use too many colors on a sign.  Too 
many colors can detract from the strength of 
a sign‘s visual image. Relate the general 
color of the sign to the building. Use colors 
for the sign that are generally compatible 
with those of the building façade. Limit the 
number of colors used in a sign.  In general, 
no more than three colors should be used, 
but additional accent colors may be appro-
priate. 
 
Signs should be easily read and should en-
hance the pedestrian quality of downtown.  
Sign lettering should be proportioned, sim-
ple, and easy to read. Choose a style of let-
ter appropriate to the business and building, 
preferably no more than one per sign. Type-
faces keeping with those seen downtown are 
encouraged. No more than two typefaces 
should be used per sign. In most cases, a 
simple typeface is preferred over an overly 
ornate or unusual style. In general, the let-
ters on a sign should occupy no more than 
75 percent of the sign panel. 
Appropriate: Historic Painted Wall Sign 
Appropriate: Monumental Building Identification and Directory 
Sign 
Inappropriate: Internally-lit plastic-faced sign 
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External lighting with illumination directed 
toward the sign is the preferred method of 
sign illumination.   Use a shielded lighting 
source on a sign. Halo illumination may pro-
vide an effective and subtle form of lighting 
that can accentuate both the sign and build-
ing.  This type of lighting can be used with 
either sign panels or individual letters.  The 
light source may not be visible. Sign illumi-
nation light levels should not overpower the 
façade or other signs on the street. Sign 
light sources should be shielded from pedes-
trian view. Internally-lit signs are generally 
discouraged.  Internal lighting may be ap-
propriate where only letters are illuminated. 
 
Neon signs are generally not allowed, except 
in cases of unique or exceptional design that 
contributes to the distinct character of down-
town.  Neon signs must not exceed four 
square feet in total area and must be inside 
a building. No more than one neon sign may 
be displayed in a storefront and must be lo-
cated entirely within one window or door, 
and the neon sign is limited to the name 
and/or logo of the establishment. 
 
Appropriate 
A simple sign design 
Direct illumination from external, shielded 
lamp 






Back-lit signs, except for letter-only back-
lighting 
Plastic-face can signs 
Excessive use of neon signs 
Stock signs bearing advertising for someone 
other than the building tenants 
Animated, flashing, or strobe light signs 
Cheaply-constructed plastic signs 
Fluorescent paint 
Highly reflective surfaces 
Signs on benches 
Temporary signs or banners advertising an 
event left up after the event 
Hard to read or overly intricate typefaces 
Inappropriate: Plastic advertisement on a plastic bench 
Inappropriate: Suburban-style, vertically-oriented, internally-lit 
nationally-recognized identification sign 
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2.3. The Public Realm 
Complete Streets 
Streets should be designed to accommodate 
all forms of transportation.  It is suggested 
that for most downtown streets, emphasis 
should be placed first on pedestrians, then 
cyclists, then public transit users, then auto-
mobiles, and finally on heavy truck trans-
port.  Obviously, for roadways such as 10th 
and 11th Streets and Minnesota Avenue, pri-
ority must be given to the smooth flow of 
heavy automobile traffic. 
 
Streets should provide a comfortable space 
and serve the needs of seniors, children, and 
people with disabilities. 
 
Traffic calming devices such as landscaped 
islands, raised crosswalks, and changes in 
paving surfaces should be implemented. 
Clear and well-maintained pavement mark-
ings should be used to identify function-
specific areas such as bicycle or bus lanes. 
   A           B    C      D        E                  F               G             F           H          I         D    C   J           B        A 
A. Zero-setback buildings (2.2.1. Build–to Lines and the Streetwall pg. 17) 
B. Pedestrian Zone (2.3.12. Sidewalk Design pg. 53) 
C. Street Trees (2.3.21 Trees pg. 65) 
D. Curb Zone (2.3.12. Sidewalk Design pg. 53) 
E. Diagonal Parking (2.3.31. On-Street Parking pg. 79) 
 
F. Travel Lane (2.3.3. One– and Two-Way Streets pg. 47) 
G. Median / Turning Lane (2.3.5. Medians pg. 49) 
H. Bicycle Lane (2.3.10. Bicycle Facilities pg. 51) 
I. Parallel Parking (2.3.31. On-Street Parking pg. 79) 
J. Furniture Zone (2.3.12. Sidewalk Design pg. 53;   2.3.26. Street Cafes pg. 72;       
2.3.13. Sidewalk Furnishings pg. 55) 
Figure 4: Complete street cross-section example 
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Street Network 
Downtown, like much of the older areas of 
Sioux Falls, was laid out with a gridiron 
street pattern.  Maintaining street connec-
tivity is necessary to allow free movement of 
all forms of mobility.  The existing street 
network should be preserved to the greatest 
extent possible.   
 
New developments should be designed with 
a network of connected multi-modal trans-
portation routes. Multi-block developments 
that permanently close existing streets are 
not appropriate and will not be permitted.  
While it is discouraged, it may be appropri-
ate to close portions of alleyways in some 
cases. 
 
It is necessary that all streets and the down-
town transportation network adhere to an 
hierarchy of mobility for downtown.  Gener-
ally, this hierarchy must first meet the needs 
of pedestrians, then bicyclists, then bus 
transit and the downtown trolley, then motor 
vehicles, and lastly trucks and freight vehi-
cles. 
 
View corridors of important landmarks and 
views visible down existing streets should be 
preserved.  For example, the Washington 
Pavilion is visible and should remain visible 
down the length of 12th Street. 
 
An understanding of how various downtown 
streets function is also necessary to concep-
tualize the downtown street hierarchy.  
There are three types of downtown streets in 
downtown Sioux Falls: 
 
Low-vehicle volume pedestrian streets 
This includes most of Phillips Avenue and 
portions of 6th Street, 8th Street, and Main 
Avenue.  These streets, particularly South 
Phillips Avenue, form the most intensely 
used pedestrian zone downtown.  Landscap-
ing and coordinated street furniture create a 
low-volume, slow-speed vehicle area that 





7th Street has been vacated for most of its length.  No additional 
streets should be vacated downtown, and the 7th Street right of 
way should be returned to a functioning street whenever possi-
ble. 
Major vehicular through streets 
This includes Tenth Street, Eleventh Street, 
Fourteenth Street, and Minnesota Avenue.  
These streets accommodate high volumes of 
traffic moving through and around down-
town.  Streetscape features on these streets 
need to buffer pedestrians from the larger 
vehicular impact. 
 
General pedestrian-oriented streets 
This includes all other streets in downtown 
Sioux Falls.  In order to create a unified im-
age for downtown, all streets should share 
common features, including similar paving 
materials, similar street trees and landscap-
ing patterns, coordinated street furniture 
and signage, and an overall pedestrian-
oriented design. 
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One- and Two-Way Streets 
Ideally, all streets in dense areas like down-
town would be two-way.  While it would be 
impractical to convert Tenth and Eleventh 
Streets to two-way streets, it is recom-
mended that Main and Dakota Avenues be 
converted to two-way streets. 
 
Appropriate 
Driveways designed in a manner that would 
enable their use in a two-way environment 
in the event that any one-way streets be 
redesignated for two-way traffic 
Main and Dakota Avenues should be re-
turned to two-way functionality 
 
Inappropriate 
Driveways designed only to function in a one
-way street system  
More streets converted to one-way traffic 
Inappropriate: Wide one-way streets move too much traffic at 
high speeds, destroying the pedestrian character of downtown. 
Appropriate: two way traffic and on-street parking make for a 
pedestrian-friendly and walkable downtown district. 
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Intersections 
Special paving may be used in intersections 
to highlight important intersections, such as 
in pedestrian areas along Phillips Avenue or 
uptown developments. 
 
Pedestrian crosswalks should be at least 
eight feet wide, paved with bricks, colored 
pavers, or colored brushed concrete to dif-
ferentiate the crosswalks from the rest of 
the roadway.   
 
Pedestrian actuated signals should be in-
stalled at all intersections with traffic signals.  
Crossing signals should be fitted with timers 
that indicate time left for the pedestrian 
crossing phase. 
 
Medians may be used, especially on wider 
streets, to act as mid-crossing refuges for 
pedestrians crossing streets. 
 
Speed tables that slightly elevate the pedes-
trian crosswalk and slow traffic may be im-
plemented on slower, low-flow streets. 
Longer blocks should provide mid-block 
crossing for pedestrians.  For example, Da-
kota, Main, and Phillips Avenue between 6th 
and 8th Streets should have dedicated cross-
walks where 7th Street was vacated.  These 
crossings should include a specially-paved 
crosswalk differentiated from the roadway, 
curb ramps, and ―Yield to Pedestrians‖ signs.   
Designated pedestrian crossings should meet 
standards in the Manual on Uniform Traffic 
Control Devices. 
 
‗Bump-outs‘ are encouraged at street inter-
sections to decrease turning radii, shorten 
street crossing distances for pedestrians, 
and allow more room for streetscape im-
provements. Pedestrian areas at corners 
should include a clear zone free of obstacles 
in line with the pedestrian travel areas of the 
sidewalks and extending to the street corner 
of the intersection.  Only essential regulatory 
elements such as sign posts are allowed in 
the clear zone.  Corner amenity areas should 
be located at either side of the clear pedes-
trian zone.  These amenity areas may incor-
porate benches, bike racks, newspaper 
racks, and informational kiosks. 
Appropriate: Use special paving materials to differentiate cross-
walks from the roadway. 
Appropriate: Corner amenity areas should include bicycle racks, 
waste receptacles, and planters. 
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Medians 
Landscaped medians should include plant-
ings that do well in challenging environ-
ments.  Medians too small or narrow to sup-
port plants should feature textured and col-
ored paving. 
 
Medians near intersections should be de-
signed to provide mid-crossing refuge for 






The number of curb cuts are to be kept to a 
minimum per block.  Curb cuts for access to 
parking should be limited in quantity and 
size to reduce the number of times vehicles 
cross sidewalks.  Vehicle access should be 
through alleys whenever possible.  Curbs 
should be built with curb cuts planned.  New 
developments should not assume to grind 
new curb cuts.  Curb cuts should be located 
on streets with lower pedestrian traffic to 
avoid automobile-pedestrian conflicts.  Curb 
cuts and driveways should be designed to 
provide good sight lines for both motorists 
and pedestrians to ensure pedestrian safety. 
 
Grated storm sewer intakes should have 






Bridges should be complete transportation 
corridors, catering to automobiles, bicyclists, 
and pedestrians.  Details along the bridge, 
including railings and lighting fixtures should 
contribute to the downtown design environ-
ment.  Lighting on bridges should provide 
ample illumination for all users, including 
pedestrians. 
Appropriate: Wider boulevards like 8th Street should feature 
planted medians 
Appropriate: Bridges over the Big Sioux River should include 
sidewalks, lighting features, railing, and be designed within 
the context of downtown’s predominant visual identity. 
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Alleys 
Downtown alleys have many useful func-
tions.  Consider opportunities for secondary 
entrances, service areas, through-block pe-
destrian ways, and parking access when de-
signing around alleys. 
 
Appropriate 
Display windows at the alley edge 
Secondary customer and employee en-
trances 
Well-designed entrances, windows, balco-
nies, and planting areas 
Attractively screened service areas hiding 
trash and recycling containers. 
Pedestrian scale street lighting, accent light-
ing, and properly shielded security lighting 
 
Inappropriate 
Unsightly functions such as trash collection 
visible to residents with alley-facing win-
dows 











Through-block connections should be en-
couraged on large projects occupying full 
blocks to encourage pedestrian circulation.  
Connections should be interesting, not just 
hallways or parking lots.  They should be 
well lit, handicap accessible, and designed 
with similar materials and concepts as their 
surroundings. 
Trash collection and other services are relegated to this alley, 
but should be better screened, as they are still visible from the 
sidewalk. 
Appropriate: Alleys and gaps in the streetwall can be put to use 
as pedestrian corridors through the block that connect to busi-
nesses, such as a café in this example. 
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Bicycle Facilities 
While Sioux Falls‘ river greenway bicycle 
path system does follow the Big Sioux River 
through downtown, it is necessary that the 
city not depend entirely on the greenway 
system for bicycle transportation.   
 
Shared rights of way, marked with 
―sharrows,‖ and dedicated bike lanes should 
be incorporated into downtown‘s existing 
street network and any future roadwork.  
Bicycle lanes should be clearly and simply 
marked.  Lanes should be a minimum of five 
feet wide and provide adequate clearance to 
permit cyclists to ride clear of opening car 
doors.  ―Share the Road‖ or other signs 
should be posted along streets with bicycle 
lanes or shared on-street bicycle routes. 
 
Locate bike parking in high-demand loca-
tions, such as near bus stops, near the en-
trances to large buildings, along pedestrian 
streets, or along bike paths.  Bicycle racks 
should be located to avoid blocking pedes-
trian traffic.  Well-located bicycle parking will 
keep bicyclists from locking bikes to sign-
posts, trees, benches, and other street furni-
ture.  Bike racks should grouped together in 
twos, threes, or fours in a regular pattern, 
rather, than dispersed randomly.   
 
In most areas, low-volume areas, the stan-
dard bike rack should be black metal pipe 
and either an inverted-‖U‖ or a post and loop 
design.  The surface of each bicycle rack 
should be durable, nonabrasive, and non-
marring. Vinalyzed-coatings on bike racks 
that do not scratch or damage bicycle 
frames are encouraged. 
 
Parking requirements for any downtown pro-
jects should be adjusted for the provision of 
bicycle parking.  A single automobile parking 
space can park six or more bicycles. 
Appropriate: Bank of inverted-U bicycle racks 
Appropriate: Site-specific artistic bicycle racks add visual inter-







and visible to 
both bicyclists 
and motorists 
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Streetscape 
Maintaining the traditional character of 
downtown‘s streetscape is one of the most 
important design responsibilities.  Any con-
struction in the public right of ways or street 
reconstruction must be done in a manner 
complimentary to downtown. 
 
Commercial areas must maintain wide side-
walks, street trees, landscaping, light fix-
tures, and street furnishings. 
 
Appropriate 
Well defined pedestrian and vehicle spaces 
Logical use of trees, furniture, paving, and 
landscaping 
Attractive and functional street lighting 
Attractive and durable materials 
Scale appropriate to pedestrian users 
Strong spatial definition and hierarchy of 
outdoor spaces through use of building 
edges, walls, railings, and street furniture. 
Unified character from consistent colors, tex-




Exposed public utilities 
Auto-oriented downtown streets 
Appropriate: Streetscape with outdoor dining, public art, trees, 
plants, and a strong streetwall 
Appropriate: Streetscape with on-street parking, public art, trees, 
plants, and a strong streetwall 
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Sidewalk Design 
The sidewalk is typically characterized by 
four zones extending from the curb to the 
property line.  These zones may vary greatly 
in size and in certain cases, some zones may 
be unnecessary.   
 
The zone nearest the street is the curb zone, 
which is 2 to 3 feet wide along the curb that 
allows for movement along the curb to ac-
cess parking meters and on-street parking.  
Streetlight standards are placed in the curb 
zone.  The curb zone may be constructed of 
stamped concrete and should be quartzite 
pink. 
 
The next zone is the pedestrian travel zone, 
which is at least 6 feet wide and should pro-
vide clear, unobstructed movement meeting 
requirements for ADA.  The pedestrian travel 
zone should be constructed with brushed 
concrete and may be gray or quartzite pink. 
 
The next zone is the furniture zone, which is 
up to 10 feet wide along south Phillips Ave-
nue, but generally narrower on most down-
town streets.  The furniture zone allows 
space for all streetscape furnishings and 
amenities, including, but not limited to, 
street trees, benches, planters, bus stops, 
bike racks, public art, and informational ki-
osks.  This is also the area where sidewalk 
cafes are located.  The furniture zone may 
be constructed with stamped concrete and 
should be quartzite pink. 
 
The zone adjacent to the property line is the 
building zone, which is 2 to 3 feet wide along 
the façade of adjacent buildings.  This area 
should provide space for people to stop and 
browse at retail storefront windows.  In most 
cases it should be left unobstructed.  In ar-
eas where large ―bump-outs‖ are not feasi-
ble, the building zone can be enlarged to al-
low space for street cafes.  The building zone 
should be constructed with brushed concrete 
and may be gray or quartzite pink. 
 
Sidewalks should be wider on pedestrian-
oriented streets like Phillips and Main Ave-
nues and Sixth and Eighth Streets.  In-
creases in width should be made predomi-
A. Curb Zone 
B. Furniture Zone 
C. Pedestrian Travel Zone 
D. Building Zone 
A. Curb Zone 
B. Pedestrian Travel Zone 
C. Building Zone 
C 
B / D 
B 
A B D 
C A 
A C 
A. Curb Zone 
C.     Pedestrian Travel Zone 
B/D.     Combined Building 
and Furniture Zone 
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nantly in the furniture zone and pedestrian 
travel zone, and sometimes in the building 
zone, when sidewalk cafes are not placed in 
the building zone instead of the furniture 
zone.   
 
At street intersections, sidewalks should in-
clude an area on each corner free of any ob-
stacles.  Only essential furnishings and utili-
ties like streetlights or signposts should be 
located here.  However, amenity areas 
should be included and set slightly back from 
the corner.  These amenity areas should in-
clude benches, bike racks, trash receptacles, 
and other streetscape elements.  ‗Bump-
outs‘ are encouraged at street intersections 
to decrease turning radii, shorten street 
crossing distances for pedestrians, and allow 
more room for streetscape improvements in 
the amenity zone. 
 
Variations from the basic patterns of side-
walk design described here are acceptable 
but must be based on a streetscape plan 
that contributes visual unity to the street-
scape, adjacent buildings, and the overall 
image of downtown.  Narrower sidewalks 
may not include a building zone, for exam-
ple, or the furniture and curb zone may be 
merged into a single zone. 
Clockwise from Left: Colored brushed concrete, gray brushed 
concrete, colored stamped concrete 
A. Combined Curb and  
Furniture Zone 
C.      Pedestrian Travel Zone 
 
A / B C 
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Sidewalk Furnishings 
Street furniture must be consistent in color 
design and quality.  This is not to say that 
street furnishings must be identical.  Some 
variety provides interest, but it is important 
that street furnishings are compatible and 
contribute to a sense of district cohesive-
ness.  Street furnishings should have a color 
in keeping with downtown‘s color palate 
(dark green and black are preferable), a 
clean and contemporary design that still 
complements downtown‘s historic character, 
comfort to encourage use, affordability, and 
accessibility of use. 
 
Appropriate 
Low maintenance, durable furnishings 
Colors and materials common to downtown 
 
Inappropriate 
Rustic wooden picnic tables 
Poorly maintained or damaged furnishings 
Appropriate: Benches, informational signage, planting bed, 
and smoking ash receptacle consistent in design, materials, 
and color 
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Transit Stops 
Downtown Sioux Falls features two public 
transit options.  Sioux Area Metro (SAM), 
which is the traditional bus system, is seved 
by the Bus Stop at 11th Street and 1st Ave-
nue, which serves as the main transfer sta-
tion for the city.  The other system is the 
downtown trolley, a historically-styled sea-
sonal bus that offers free rides along Phillips 
and Main Avenues on a loop between Falls 
Park and the Washington Pavilion. 
 
Large developments should incorporate bus 
stops and shelters into their design.  For ex-
ample, 8th and RR Center currently has a 
trolley turn-around on its east side.  As the 
Eastbank continues to develop, additional 
development on that site should include a 
stop in its design. 
 
Bus shelter design should be consistent 
throughout the downtown to create a transit 
identity and visual unity.  Provide adequate 
lighting at bus stops and shelters to improve 
safety and identify locations.  Bus shelters 
should be made of durable materials with 
unbreakable transparent side walls. Transit 
stops should be designed to fall into one of 
four categories, based on intensity of use: 
 Simple curbside stops marked only by a 
sign 
 Non-sheltered stops with signs and 
benches (should include trash receptacle) 
 Sheltered stops (should include trash re-
ceptacle) 
 Transit centers and transfer stations: full 
service locations with sheltered waiting 
areas, benches, route and schedule infor-
mation, maps, waste receptacles, adver-
tising space, vending machines, drinking 
fountains, and perhaps public restrooms 
The Bus Stop 
offers shelter, 
vending ma-
chines, and bus 





town.   
Above, Left, Be-
low: Examples of 
appropriate shel-
tered bus stops 
Whenever possible, 
bus and trolley stop 
signs should be 
mounted to existing 
poles. 
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Public Signage 
Well-coordinated public signage is important 
because it provides information and direction 
and enhances the image and identity of 
downtown. Public signage should establish 
and enhance the visual identity of downtown 
as a cohesive district. Provide directional 
signs linking important downtown streets, 
transit stops, parks, and plazas. Interpretive 
signs provide historical, cultural, or environ-
mental information. Public signage systems 
must address public parking with easily iden-
tifiable, informative, and user friendly signs. 
 
A specific color palette should be chosen to 
be used on all downtown public signs.  Some 
established color schemes include dark 
green and red with gold accent for the 
downtown trolley.  Downtown Sioux Falls, 
Inc. also has an established color scheme of 
red, light blue, and light green with purple 
accent, which decorates many banner, signs, 
and particularly parking signs downtown. 
 
Wayfinding and information signs should be 
scaled for their users. Different signs must 
respond differently to the needs, scales, and 
speeds of pedestrians and motorists. Motor-
ist-oriented signs should present no more 
than four items of information per sign.  
Wayfinding signs designed for pedestrians 
should be lower and can provide several 
pieces of information, as pedestrians travel 
slowly and may stop to read the signs. 
Wayfinding, directional, and informational 
signs should be designed to coordinate with 
other streetscape elements. 
 
Interpretive signs provide information about 
natural, cultural, or historic resources. Inter-
pretive signs should have a consistent de-
sign character. Interpretive signs should not 
disrupt or block views. 
 
Banners designed through or approved by 
the City or Downtown Sioux Falls, Inc. may 
be hung from monumental sign piers located 
at intersections throughout downtown, on 
historic lampposts, or from the 11th Street 
skywalk.  These banners should advertise 
significant downtown events  in a style con-
sistent with the established DTSF brand.  
Appropriate: Public banners and signs es-
tablish a sense of place and coordinate 
downtown design.  Note also the direct 
illumination from the banner pier. 
Appropriate: Informational signs should 
provide necessary information, be easy to 
understand, and coordinate well with the 
streetscape 
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Installation of banners and signs on light and 
utility poles should be coordinated with and 
approved by the Sioux Falls Public Works 
Department.  Banners throughout downtown 
should be a standard size as dictated by the 
permanent mounting brackets on the historic 
light poles presently located on South Phil-




Simple sign design 
Direct illumination from external, shielded 
lamp 




Animated, flashing, or strobe light signs 
Cheaply-constructed plastic signs 
Fluorescent paint 
Highly reflective surfaces 
Signs on benches 
Hard to read or overly intricate typefaces 
Appropriate: Monumental sign frame constructed 
with quartzite 
Inappropriate: Public signs are subject to the 
same quality of construction standards as private 
signs.  Internally-lit plastic-faced signs are not 
permissible 
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Benches and Seating 
Provide benches and seating wherever possi-
ble on sidewalks and in parks and plazas.  
The standard bench in downtown Sioux Falls 
is a black cast iron bench painted black.  Not 
all benches must be identical, but should fol-
low the same basic design.  Additional seat-
ing options include 18-  to 20-inch high seat-
ing walls constructed of quartzite or brick 
along the edges of planters.  Permanent 
seating walls should be comfortable heights 
and depths and enable people to sit and con-
verse together comfortably.  When utilizing 
chairs, movable chairs should be chosen to 
give people seating choices.  Chairs, like 
benches, should be constructed of highly du-
rable, low maintenance materials and match 
the general design character of other street-
scape furnishings. 
Appropriate: Black iron benches consistent with predominant 
downtown design.  Note also quartzite seating wall at far end 
of planting bed 
Inappropriate: Plastic bench with large advertising surface 
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Fountains and Water Features 
Fountains and water features should be in-
cluded in plazas to soften the hardscape and 
provide white noise.  Fountains that encour-
age people to touch or splash the water are 
encouraged.   
 
Before installing a water feature, determine 
operating costs and maintenance responsi-
bilities and schedules. 
 
 
Appropriate: Formal-style fountain provides plaza centerpiece 
and is surrounded by seating 
Appropriate: “Natural”-style fountain uses quartzite to fit down-
town 
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Informational Kiosks and Bulletin 
Boards 
Informational kiosks and bulletin boards 
convey information by displaying maps, di-
rectories, wayfinding information, and an-
nouncements.  
 
Kiosks should be designed to fit within the 
context of the existing street furniture. Ki-
osks should be placed near but outside the 
main pedestrian pathway, within the furni-
ture zone.  Kiosks should include both a se-
cured and locked display area for public an-
nouncements, information, and maps; and a 
smaller bulletin board available for the public 
to post fliers and brochures. Transparent 
surfaces should be non-breakable. Kiosks 
should have their own lighting or be placed 
near an existing lighting source and must be 
weatherproof and secure.   
 
A posting and maintenance plan should be in 
place prior to installation. 
Appropriate: The display area on this informational kiosk 
allows rapid and frequent material and information changes 
Appropriate: Sheltered and lit information kiosk 
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Lighting 
Downtown streets should be lit by pedestrian
-scaled fixtures emitting warm light.  Light-
ing should be provided on all public streets, 
sidewalks, and public open spaces.  Pedes-
trian-scaled street lighting should illuminate 
the sidewalk at levels appropriate for pedes-
trian activities rather than vehicular activity.  
Pedestrian lighting may also be accom-
plished with fixtures mounted on buildings or 
located to accent streetscape features.  The 
type and size of pole fixtures should be con-
sistent along a single block. 
 
The dominant public lighting fixture in down-
town is a historically-styled ―acorn‖-type 
light mounted on a dark green historically-
styled standard.  This type of fixture should 
be continued and standardized across down-
town. 
 
Pedestrian scale lighting should be located in 
the curb zone.  Fixtures should be 12 to 16 
feet high and spaced approximately 50 to 75 
feet apart. 
 
Light fixtures may vary to accommodate ex-
isting vehicular street lights or trees.  On 
major streets such as 10th and 11th, 16-foot 
high fixtures should be used.  Taller custom 
fixtures combining pedestrian and vehicular 
lighting may also be used on such streets.   
 
Pole standards should be made of aluminum 
or another metal to provide durability and 
strength in order to resist wind and support 
signs, banners, and flower baskets.  Pole 
standards should be tapered rather than 
straight.  Pole standards should be installed 
far enough from curbs to prevent damage 
from snow plows.  120 volt outlets should be 
installed on light fixtures at a height of 8 
feet to provide electricity for seasonal string 










torically-styled streetlight with 
banner-brackets 
Appropriate: Single-fixture histori-
cally-styled streetlight  
Appropriate: More ornate double-
fixture historically-styled streetlight  
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When taller, auto-oriented streetlights are required, consider 
designs more applicable to the downtown instead of conven-
tional “cobra head” style streetlights. 
Appropriate 
Metal halide and LED fixtures 
Streetlights of historical design 
Dark green (preferred) or black pole stan-
dards 
Pole standards accommodating banners and/
or hanging flower baskets 
Footlighting for stairs and walkways 
Bollard lighting directed downward toward 
walkways 
Seasonal string lights on trees 
Accented standard pole bases, such as clam 
shell bolt covers 
High-quality structural support bases, includ-
ing steel plates or precast concrete bases 
 
Inappropriate 
Low pressure sodium  
Colored lights 
Exposed cords and outlets 
Utilitarian and overscaled fixtures such as 
―cobra head‖ lights 
Fiberglass light posts 
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Appropriate: Hanging flower baskets are encouraged and must 
be thoroughly cared for 
Appropriate: Black 





sturdy, and heavy, yet 
moveable planters 
Plants 
New development should use a variety of 
native and adapted plants, including shrubs, 
vines, groundcovers, perennials, and annu-
als to provide color and texture to down-
town. 
 
Planted pots and containers should be used 
judiciously because they are sometimes 
fragile and often appear temporary.  Planters 
should be stable, sturdy, and of sufficient 
weight to avoid tipping over, but still move-
able. 
 
Annuals are encouraged in freestanding 
planters and hanging baskets.  Flowers and 
ornamental grasses may be used at gate-
ways to establish an entrance to downtown. 
 
Watering and maintenance of annuals should 
be scheduled until the first frost of the au-
tumn.  Automated watering systems are rec-
ommended for hanging flower baskets and in
-ground planters. 
 
Consider the eventual height and volume of 
mature plants in regards to views, shade, 
and nearby uses before installing.  Establish 
a maintenance plan before installing plants. 
 
Appropriate 
Plants that block unsightly utility and service 
areas 
Black iron railings around ground-level 
planters in furniture zone 
 
Inappropriate 
Plantings on or near corners that block visi-
bility 
Overgrown, unmaintained, or unwatered 
plantings 
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Trees 
Trees should be provided along every major 
pedestrian corridor.  Large trees should be 
located along wide right-of-way streets and 
principal arterial streets.  Large trees can 
also be used to highlight important corners 
and provide shade for large plazas. Medium 
trees should be located on all other down-
town streets.  Narrow-canopied medium 
trees should be located on narrow streets 
and fill mid-block areas. Small trees should 
be used to provide color, establish a focal 
point for a building entrance, corner, or sit-
ting area. 
 
Provide as much soil volume as possible to 
support tree growth in both existing and new 
sidewalks.  The lifespan of street trees is of-
ten limited by soil volume. The city standard 
for street trees is a minimum of 1000 cubic 
feet of soil per tree, though more is encour-
aged.  Likewise, tree planters should be at 
least 72 square feet and include a concrete 
curb to minimize salt running into the plant-
ers. Locate trees in bulb-outs to provide for 
maximum root spread area. Also allow suffi-
cient room for tree canopies to grow without 
conflict with elements of the built environ-
ment. 
 
Install tree guards, walls, and railings to 
protect tree trunks.  Special raised or fenced 
planters in the curb zone are preferred 
planting locations.  Use tree grates only in 
the most constrained right-of-ways or when 
required for ADA compliance. 
 
Street trees should be maintained with a 
minimum head height of 8 feet over side-
walks and 14 feet over vehicular streets.  
Maintain a 10-foot distance between the 
trunk of a tree and the building line. 
 
Before planting street or plaza trees, deter-
mine a care plan and schedule.  Determine 
which maintenance services will be provided 
by the City, by property owners, or by other 
parties.  Considerations must be made for 




Appropriate: Raised tree planters with decorative concrete walls 
Use tree grates only in the most constrained areas or when 
required for ADA compliance 
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Inappropriate: Open planters are preferred 







Disease-resistant hybrid Elms 
 
Inappropriate Downtown Street Trees 
Trees with messy seeds or fruit 
Shallow-rooted trees such as soft maples 
Trees susceptible to sun scald such as lin-
dens and hard maples 
Evergreen trees that create sight obstruc-
tions 
Clump forms or multi-stem trees 
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Public Art 
Sioux Falls has a strong commitment to art 
downtown.  SculptureWalk has established a 
permanent outdoor sculpture gallery down-
town.  Public art can enrich the downtown 
experience, add beauty, and inspire public 
interest in the area.  The Visual Arts Com-
mission, Downtown Sioux Falls, Inc., and the 
Downtown Design Review Committee are 
among the groups involved in making public 
art decisions downtown.  The incorporation 
of art throughout downtown is encouraged 
to continue as an integral part of the down-
town design process. 
 
Art selected for downtown should have a re-
lationship to our sense of place.  Artwork 
should be relevant to its location and not 
misrepresent history or distract from the his-
tory of downtown or a specific building. 
 
Public art should complement the character 
of the building or space where it is placed.  
It should integrate well into the design of its 
surroundings.  Artwork should be subordi-
nate to buildings, especially if on-site or very 
close. It should not obscure building ele-
ments or details. A large sculpture in front of 
a historic building would be inappropriate. 
 
Art at gateways can enhance entrances into 
downtown and establish a unique sense of 
place.  Bridge crossings, small plazas, and 
terminating vistas are other excellent loca-
tions for public art. 
 
Art, sculpture, and fountains should provide 
interaction through touch and movement 
and stimulate play and creativity.  Public art 
should have the ability to enrich downtown 
experience, bring people together, create 
public interaction, and enhance beauty. 
 
Brochures and signage should provide infor-
mation about artwork. 
 
Historic painted wall signs should be pre-
served, not painted over or removed. 
 
Civic art should be considered for any public 
project.  Consider anything in the built envi-




mitment to art, as 
it was designed by 
community chil-
dren. 
Public art like the 
First National 
Bank Sioux Falls 
eagle make a 
historical connec-
tion to this particu-
lar downtown site 
and business. 
Decorative fea-
tures like the 10th 
Street and Phillips 
Avenue  clock 
contribute aes-
thetically to the 
streetscape as 
well. 
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Civic projects should include public art. 
Public art, such as 
that of Sculpture-
Walk, should be 
placed in visible 
locations, such as 




aged to be pur-
chased for perma-
nent outdoor display 
downtown. 
Criteria should be established for removing 
artwork before installation. 
 
Opportunities for public art include: 
 Benches 





 Manhole covers 
 Painting 
 Parks and plazas 
 Paving 
 Planters 
 Public Signs 
 Railings and Fences 
 Sculpture 
 Street lights 
 Tables and chairs 
 Trash receptacles 




Artwork designed specifically for and inte-
grated into a building or open space 
Durable, low-maintenance materials 
 
Inappropriate 
Amateur art projects 
Artwork used as advertising 
Poor display conditions 
Large works that hide buildings or architec-
tural elements 
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Newspaper Dispensers 
The design and color of newspaper dispens-
ers should be appropriate to their context 
within the streetscape.  Newspaper dispens-
ers should be clustered in a coherent ap-
pearance outside the pedestrian path in the 
furniture zone, two feet from the curb.  Mul-
tiple dispensers should be placed in orderly 
arrangements, preferably within a common 
enclosure.  Single dispensers with multiple 
cabinets are preferable to individual racks. 
 
Assorted streetscape elements such as 
postal and shipping drop-off boxes should be 
grouped in a cohesive manner outside the 
intersection clear zone as well. 
 
Appropriate 
Black, green, or other darker color cabinets 
Multiple dispensers incorporated into corrals 
or enclosed by short screen walls 
 
Inappropriate 
Placement in the intersection clear zone 
Dispensers with conflicting appearance 
Dispensers placed randomly  
Dispensers place in crowded locations 
 
 
Inappropriate: Scattered dispensers of conflicting appearance 
Appropriate: Multiple dispensers 
in a single cabinet 
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Appropriate: Consistently-styled containers are clustered to 
provide disposal of waste, recyclables, and cigarette butts 
Waste Receptacles 
Waste receptacles should be built of durable 
material resistant to damage and anchored 
to the sidewalk.  Detachable lids should be 
cabled securely to the receptacle. Waste re-
ceptacles should have interior plastic liners 
to contain waste.  Receptacles should be de-
signed to allow users to deposit waste with-
out physical effort, such as pulling, pushing, 
or lifting. The recycle containers recently in-
stalled downtown are blue in color with a 
custom ‗single stream‘ recycling decal.  It is 
recommended that the current design is 
given continued use.  Any new designs 
should reflect the current design. 
 
Waste receptacles should not clutter the 
sidewalk or appear out-of-place, but be or-
ganized, consistent, and coordinated with 
other streetscape furniture.  Wherever possi-
ble, waste receptacles should be placed near 
lighting.  Waste and recyclables containers 
should always be placed next to one another 
and may be housed together in one unit with 
separate compartments for waste and recy-
clables. 
 
A servicing and maintenance plan should be 
implemented for any new waste receptacles 
installed downtown. 
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Railings, Walls, and Fences 
Railings, walls, and screens can be used to 
fill gaps in the streetwall along the sidewalk 
to create a continuous streetwall.   
 
Walls should not crowd the sidewalk and 
should be no more than four feet high. Walls 
can provide a surface for ivy or other vertical 
cover plants that provide greenery and sof-
ten the built environment. Walls can also 
incorporate art such as bas-relief images, 
mosaics, or painted murals.  Walls and per-
manent planters should be made of brick, 
masonry, or textured concrete.   
 
Railings should be coordinated with other 
street furnishings.  Railings should be made 
of durable, rust-resistant metal with durable 
finishes. 
 
Fences and walls should be used as screens 
for service areas, utilities, and mechanical 
equipment.  Walls, fences, or railings,  
should also be used to separate all surface 
parking lots from the sidewalks. 
 
Bollards are useful for protecting pedestrians 
and buildings from motor vehicles.  Lighted 
bollards provide useful light for pedestrians 
and emphasize travel pathways.  Retractable 
bollards may be appropriate in situations re-
quiring an extra measure of security, and 
while federal government buildings may re-
quire massive protective bollards, they 
should be consistent with the image of the 
streetscape in material and scale, so as to 
not overwhelm the sidewalk. 
 
Appropriate 
Durable materials including stone, steel, 
iron, or concrete 
Durable finishes consistent with other street 
furniture 
Easily repairable bollards, if damaged 
 
Inappropriate 
Chain link fencing, corrugated metal fencing, 
vinyl fencing, barbed wire, razor wire  
Cluttered appearance  
Hazardous or unexpected obstacles for pe-
destrians and cyclists. 
Appropriate: Black iron fence between stone piers 
Inappropriate: Although used appropriately to screen trash re-
ceptacles, unfinished wood fences are inappropriate downtown. 
Appropriate: Quartzite seating wall and decorative railings along 
planter 
Appropriate: Brick wall  separating parking and sidewalk 
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Sidewalk Cafes 
Outdoor seating and dining must conform to 
Sioux Falls city ordinances for downtown 
public sidewalk uses.  Licenses and permits 
may be required for outdoor seating spaces. 
Outdoor dining chairs and tables should be 
made of high quality, durable metals.  Plastic 
furniture is not permitted.  While outdoor 
seating areas do not necessarily need to be 
surrounded by a railing, it is permissible and 
sometimes preferred, especially in dining 
areas near the roadway. 
 
The City of Sioux Falls grants three types of 
downtown sidewalk use approvals: 
 Permits are required for activities involv-
ing the sale of goods, sale of services, or 
similar use of sidewalk, except for cafes 
and pubs. Retailing, performance acts, 
and vending are allowed by permit. 
 Limited Leases are required for activities 
that have an intense and semi-
permanent use of the sidewalk. Sidewalk 
cafes and sidewalk pubs are allowed by 
limited lease. 
 Notifications of Placement are accepted 
by the City allowing the placement of ob-
jects considered incidental to the opera-
tion of adjacent businesses. Sandwich 
board signs or potted plants are exam-
ples of activities allowed by notification. 
 
Appropriate 
Matching steel, aluminum, or other metal 
chairs and tables 
Dark colored iron railings surrounding the 
dining area 
Planters surround the dining area 
 
Inappropriate 
Plastic tables and chairs 
Wooden picnic benches 
Appropriate: Sidewalk dining area surrounded by planters in the 
furniture zone 
Appropriate: Consistent table and chair design 
Appropriate: Dining area adjacent to building and enclosed by 
railings and piers 
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Civic Buildings 
Civic buildings embody the aspirations of the 
citizens of Sioux Falls and should be placed 
in prominent sites to reinforce their impor-
tance.  Because of their representation of 
the collective identity of Sioux Falls, civic 
buildings‘ design should set them apart from 
conventional private buildings.  Consider us-
ing design competitions to design and select 
public buildings.  Competitions demonstrate 
the recognition that public buildings are im-
portant elements of the city and, because 
they are paid for by the public, they deserve 
more than the usual care and forethought.   
 
Civic buildings do not necessarily need to 
follow the design conventions of downtown 
commercial buildings.  Rather, civic buildings 
should reflect the themes and elements of 
existing civic buildings, especially those ad-
jacent or nearby. 
The new Minnehaha County Courthouse respects the predomi-
nant colors of downtown and employs a grand design to distin-
guish its important use. 
The Old Courthouse Museum is arguably the most recognizable 
building in Sioux Falls. 
The quartzite Richardsonian Romanesque Federal Building 
contains many elements that typify civic buildings. 
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Parks, Plazas, and Open Space 
Downtown currently has a number of parks 
and plazas.  Falls Park is a major regional 
park and the City‘s namesake.  It has been 
the recipient of significant public investment 
in the past two decades and is now a major 
attraction.  Falls Park West now extends 
south to approximately 4th Street and west 
to Phillips Avenue.  Fawick Park, on the west 
bank of the Big Sioux River between 10th 
and 11th Streets features a full size casting 
of Michelangelo‘s David, a sun dial and time 
capsule, and hosts outdoor movies and con-
certs within its natural amphitheater.  Van 
Eps Park is located along Minnesota Avenue 
and provides and important gateway loca-
tion, but is underutilized.  The river green-
way follows the Big Sioux River through 
downtown, predominantly on the east bank.  
The downtown greenway has seen recent 
development to draw people to the river. 
Phillips Avenue Plaza between 9th and 10th 
Streets is a heavily used by downtown work-
ers and evening visitors.  The 12th Street 
Plaza adjacent to the Federal Courthouse is 
a recent addition to the downtown environ-
ment and hosts several events including the 
downtown Tree of Lights.  Fort Sod features 
the locally iconic Sea Dream sculpture and 
could act as a gateway to downtown for driv-
ers arriving over the 10th Street viaduct 
from the east.  Pioneer Plaza is a small cor-
ner plaza featuring a fountain and benches 
at 8th Street and Phillips Avenue.  It may be 
used in the future as an access point to the 
redeveloped riverfront. 
 
Developers, planners, and officials should 
identify major open spaces for public use in 
the vicinity of proposed developments. When 
planning a new park or plaza, consider the 
number of workers and residents within easy 
walking distance to ensure lunchtime and 
after-work use. 
 
Types of open spaces appropriate to down-
town include widened sidewalks with street-
scape amenities and furniture, primary and 
decorative porches adjacent to the primary 
entrances of large buildings, large plazas for 
intense public use, festivals, and large gath-
erings, thru-block corridors, small pocket 
Fawick Park is a highly-visible urban park with significant natural 
features. 
Falls Park is a valuable attribute of downtown and the gem of 
the Sioux Falls park system. 
The Big Sioux River Greenway provides important pedestrian 
and bicycle connectivity throughout downtown.  While “natural” 
design like that seen in this image is not inappropriate, new 
design for the Greenway should draw people down to the river 
and provide opportunities for many activities. 
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parks, and courtyards. 
 
Define the plaza or park as a distinct space.  
Design edges with nooks to provide different 
types of seating and viewing options.  Create 
smaller subspaces within the park or plaza 
to accommodate small groups.  Small grade 
changes can create separate subareas. 
 
Open space should integrate well with down-
town pedestrian circulation patterns. The 
park/plaza must be open and visible to the 
street and sidewalk to invite people in.  Cre-
ate a strong connection to the adjacent 
street and sidewalks.  Frame views out of 
the plaza and visually link the plaza with the 
rest of downtown. Create pedestrian and bi-
cycle connections between the river green-
way and downtown parks and plazas. 
 
People like comfortable seats near the edges 
of parks and plazas.  They prefer to be able 
to move their seats, mostly so they can visit 
with others or people watch. Provide a vari-
ety of seating, including large, small, and 
curved benches and movable chairs.  Provide 
at least one linear foot of seating per each 
perimeter linear foot of the plaza.  At least 
half of seating should be secondary, such as 
steps, planter walls, or retaining walls.  
Seating walls should be approximately 18 to 
20 inches high.   
 
Parks and plazas should be designed to be 
usable for a substantial part of the year.  
Open space should be oriented to receive 
sunlight, but also provide areas of shade.  
Orient seating to take advantage of shade in 
the summer and sun in the winter. Incorpo-
rate views of buildings and other spaces, 
prevailing breezes, and the daily sun-shade 
cycle into plaza design. Limit building 
heights near parks and plazas to avoid unde-
sirable shadows. 
 
Open spaces should offer frequent opportu-
nity for public use.  Open retail and restau-
rant spaces into a plaza to encourage pedes-
trian traffic into both the plaza and the busi-
nesses. 
 
Use external stimuli to provide linkages be-
The 12th Street Plaza contains many local design characteris-
tics, including an abundance of quartzite. 
Phillips Avenue Plaza is a popular lunchtime destination for 
downtown workers. 
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tween people. Public art, food vendors, and 
street performers are appropriate. 
 
Include many amenities for plaza and park 
users, including informational kiosks, bike 
racks, and trash receptacles. Adjacent res-
taurants or food vendors attract people and 
create use. 
 
Include public art in parks and plazas. 
 
Water features, especially those that allow 
touching, attract people.  Fountains also cre-
ate cooling effects and screen noise. 
 
People enjoy sitting in the sun, but provide 
trees and greenery for shade when needed. 
Maximize the amount of vegetation and 
greenery in a plaza to soften the space, pro-
vide shade, and cool the area. 
 
Provide pedestrian-level lighting in parks, 
plazas, and along the river greenway. 
 
Select durable, low maintenance materials 
for plazas and low maintenance, low water 
use plants. Develop management policies for 
events in plazas and parks. Plan for mainte-
nance, cleaning, and landscaping. 
 
Appropriate 
Squares, plazas, and courtyards with active 
adjacent ground floor uses. 
Trees and plantings that define walkways 
and spaces, provide visual interest, and 
create transitions between the park/plaza 
and downtown. 
Many seating options 
 
Inappropriate 
Squares, plazas, and courtyards surrounded 
by blank walls. 
―Leftover‖ spaces near busy streets, parking 
lots, or inhospitable uses 
Heavily used parks/plazas adjacent to sensi-
tive areas like fire stations or police sta-
tions. 
Squares or plazas raised or sunken more 
than three feet from the surrounding grade 
 
Pioneer Plaza should be utilized for potential future connections 
to the riverfront. 
Fort Sod Plaza and the Sea Dream sculpture can be utilized as 
a primary downtown gateway. 
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Gateways 
The purpose of gateways is to create visual 
landmarks at key locations to provide a 
sense of entry into downtown and establish 
a visual image of downtown and Sioux Falls.  
Use architectural and landscape elements to 
mark transitions and entrances to down-
town.   
 
Primary entrances to downtown: 
 
10th Street and 2nd Avenue 
11th Street and Minnesota Avenue 
14th Street and Minnesota Avenue 




6th Street and Minnesota Avenue 
6th Street and Weber Avenue 
6th Street and Big Sioux River 
8th Street and Minnesota Avenue 
8th Street and Weber Avenue 
8th Street and Big Sioux River 
14th Street and Phillips Avenue 
14th Street and Second Avenue 
 
Appropriate 








Appropriate: Quartzite and iron are appropriate gateway ma-
terials. 
Appropriate: Signs at entrances to downtown or downtown sub-
districts should alert travelers to the area. 
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Neighborhood Edges and Buffers 
Respect the historic fabric and character of 
adjacent neighborhoods.  Development 
along the edges of downtown near neighbor-
hoods should be smaller and more similar in 
character to the neighborhood than larger, 
more urban development in downtown‘s cen-
ter. 
 
Any new development near downtown‘s 
edges should be planned to minimize in-
creased use of adjacent neighborhood 
streets.  New development fronting on 
neighborhood streets should limit public ac-
cess and parking for the development on 
that street. 
 
Commercial development in a primarily resi-
dential area or block should reflect the resi-
dential uses in setbacks, massing, and 
height. 
 
Gateways, markers, and signs can enhance 
the perception of boundaries between down-
town and adjacent neighborhoods.  Practice 
sensitive site, building, landscape, and 
streetscape design that emphasizes clear 
distinction between downtown and residen-
tial neighborhoods. 
Large and historic homes such as these are common on the 
south and west edges of downtown. 
More residentially-styled buildings and larger setbacks are ap-
propriate near neighborhood edges. 
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On-Street Parking 
Curbside parking is encouraged along all 
downtown streets.  It buffers pedestrians on 
the sidewalk from on-street traffic and re-
lieves parking pressure from surface lots and 
parking structures. 
 
Where right-of-way is narrow or traffic 
speeds high, parallel parking is encouraged.  
On certain streets, including portions of Phil-
lips Avenue, where traffic speeds are lower 
and right-of-way space allows it, diagonal 
parking is encouraged and contributes to the 
street‘s character.  If additional stretches of 
downtown streets are reconstructed in a pe-
destrian-friendly manner to the degree of 
South Phillips Avenue, diagonal parking 
should be included on those streets.  This 
could include low-flow streets such as First 
Avenue, Fifth, Ninth, Twelfth, and Thirteenth 
Streets, two-way conversions of Main and 
Dakota Avenues, and potential major recon-
structions of Sixth and Eighth Streets. ―Back
-in‖ diagonal parking should be considered 
for these streets. 
 
Parking meter design and placement should 
minimize their physical and visual impact on 
the streetscape. 
 
Parking meter heads should use a standard 
design.  Poles should be a dark unobtrusive 
color like black or gray.  Use tandem parking 
meters on a single pole whenever possible 
for angled and parallel parking stalls.  Con-
sider pay stations, which offer payment op-
tions and consolidate payment to as few as 
one unit per block, as an alternative for indi-
vidual parking meters.   
Appropriate: Dual-head meters such as these are preferred 
to singe-head meters 
Appropriate: On-street parking creates a buffer between pedes-
trians and traffic 
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Parking Structures 
Parking structures are necessary in an urban 
area as dense as downtown Sioux Falls.  
They provide an efficient way to increase 
parking density downtown.  They enable 
many employees, residents, and visitors to 
park downtown without sacrificing the pe-
destrian-friendly built environment for the 
surface parking lots typical of the suburbs.   
 
Parking structures should follow many of the 
same basic design criteria as any new build-
ing construction downtown.  Materials, col-
ors, build-to lines, height, width proportions, 
and rooflines should reflect and respect the 
prevalent building characteristics downtown. 
Parking structures should be designed to 
create and maintain a visually attractive and 
active pedestrian environment.  This is done 
by shielding all above-ground parking with a 
retail/commercial wrap at the ground floor.  
Parking structures with retail or commercial 
ground floor wraps should be constructed to 
the lot line, unless surrounding buildings 
have a different setback, in which situation 
the structure should be built to mimic the 
existing setbacks.  Retail and/or commercial 
space must occupy at least 50% of the cu-
mulative length of the street frontage of the 
structure, distributed across the length of 
the structure.   
 
The retail/commercial wrap should be com-
patible with surrounding buildings.  Facades 
and storefronts should be consistent with the 
vertical and horizontal patterns and propor-
tions, window patterns, and architectural 
elements of buildings on the same block and 
street.  The parking structure‘s façade 
should contain building materials consistent 
with existing buildings, such as brick or 
quartzite.   
 
In areas where commercial and retail space 
is not entirely feasible, ways to create a 
visually attractive and active streetscape in-
clude murals, public art, product display 
cases, and landscaping.   
 
Above the ground floor uses, the parking 
structure‘s upper façade should continue tra-
ditional horizontal and vertical patterns to 
Appropriate: A commercial wrap at the ground floor creates 
street-level activity. 
Appropriate: This parking structure is almost completely dis-
guised with traditional vertical and horizontal rhythms, window-
like openings, and a traditional three-layer façade. 
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break up the overall massing of the struc-
ture.  To avoid the appearance of long, 
slightly slanted parking decks and dark hori-
zontal ventilation openings, more wall sur-
face can be added and ventilation openings 
can be planned to appear more like a build-
ing‘s windows.  Façade ventilation openings 
should have a height-to-width ratio no more 
horizontally-proportioned than 1:3, and ver-
tically-proportioned traditional window-like 
openings are preferred.  If horizontally pro-
portioned openings are used, vertical pilas-
ters, columns, or other elements should sub-
divide the horizontal opening into smaller 
vertically proportioned openings. 
 
Primary vehicular access to parking struc-
tures should be from busier, vehicular-
oriented streets, rather than from more pe-
destrian-oriented streets.  Multiple curb cuts 
and sidewalk crossings should be avoided.  
Alleys should be used for automobile access 
to parking structures. 
 
Appropriate 
Ground-floor retail or  commercial uses 
Ground-floor display windows 
Facade considerate of surrounding buildings 
Glass-enclosed elevators at the structure‘s 
edge 
Mid-block entrances and exits 
Single-point vehicular entrances and exits to 
minimize curb cuts and sidewalk crossings 




Ground-floor parked cars visible from the 
street. 
An overly-horizontal expression of the struc-
ture‘s massing 
Clearly visible long, dark parking decks. 
Inappropriate: The dominant features of this parking structure 
are alternating horizontally-proportioned, long concrete decks 
and open vent spaces. 
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Surface Parking 
Surface parking is discouraged in downtown. 
Surface parking compromises a pedestrian-
friendly environment as buildings designed 
to stand together are isolated and create 
gaps in the streetwall. It detracts from the 
urban character of downtown and decreases 
density.  However, smaller buildings and de-
velopments cannot support parking struc-
tures or underground parking, so surface 
parking lots must be and are permitted 
downtown.  Every effort should be made to 
place surface parking lots behind buildings 
and away from the streets.   
 
Surface parking lots should be located on 
blocks where they best serve their function 
without jeopardizing the pedestrian quality 
of downtown.  Surface parking lots should be 
located at the interior of blocks rather than 
at corners.  Surface parking lots in front of 
buildings or at corners make downtown look 
like a suburban strip mall. Surface parking 
lots that share a site with a building should 
be located in the rear so as not to be visible 
from the street.   It may also be appropriate 
to place parking besides the building in cer-
tain cases. 
 
Primary access to surface parking should be 
through alleys.  This avoids the need for 
multiple curb cuts, minimizing pedestrian 
conflict. 
 
If surface parking is built with no setback 
from the property line, a clear separation 
must be made between the parking area and 
pedestrian areas.  All surface parking lot pe-
rimeters adjacent to pedestrian paths must 
have continuous edge treatments that break 
up the area and harshness of the paved sur-
face.  Defining the edge of the parking lot 
helps re-establish the streetwall and define 
the street. Surface parking edge treatments 
include landscaped or sodded earth berms, 
tree lawns with landscaping, sod, or decora-
tive paving between trees, screen walls of 
brick, quartzite, or quartzite-colored con-
crete block, spaced masonry bollards, or iron 
fencing spanning between brick or quartzite 
piers. Materials used should be similar to ad-
jacent buildings and landscaping.  
Inappropriate: Large, unbroken surface parking lot covering a 
whole downtown block 
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Appropriate: Landscaping buffering parked cars from the 
sidewalk 
Appropriate: Ornamental metal fence and masonry piers 
separating the sidewalk from a surface parking lot 
Larger surface parking lots should be subdi-
vided into smaller areas using landscaping 
islands.  Planting trees in landscaped islands 
is encouraged to provide shade. 
 
Pedestrian-scaled lighting must be provided 
in surface parking lots. 
 
Before building a surface parking lot, devel-
opers should consider using shared parking 
in public parking structures. 
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Utilities 
Above ground utilities should be visually 
compatible with other streetscape elements. 
Utility placement should be considered an 
important design element and be clearly il-
lustrated on site plans. Whenever possible, 
utility lines should be placed underground in 
the public right of way.  When feasible, bury 
overhead wires and transformers during 
street reconstruction.  Overhead utilities 
should be consolidated whenever possible to 
minimize the necessary number of poles.  
Utility equipment should be located in the 
furniture zone of the sidewalk to avoid pe-
destrian conflict. 
Inappropriate: This utility box not only impedes far into the pe-
destrian zone, it blocks visibility for motorists at this intersection 
Inappropriate: Utility lines should be buried whenever 
possible 
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Inappropriate: Trash removal and pick-up are important compo-
nents of a downtown maintenance plan 
Inappropriate: Ad hoc repairs and changes to the streetscape 
result in a disjointed and piecemeal appearance 
Maintenance 
Downtown maintenance will create an at-
tractive, secure-feeling district valued by 
Sioux Falls.  It is important to create mainte-
nance plans for all new developments, both 
public and private.  Neglected properties can 
foster a perception of risk and deter people 
from taking advantage of all of downtown‘s 
opportunities.  The City should continue to 
contract with Downtown Sioux Falls, Inc. to 
clean sidewalks and water plants.  Specific 
City departments and property owners 
should also establish maintenance plans for 
downtown.  A complete downtown mainte-
nance plan would include elements such as:  
 Graffiti prevention 
 Irrigation system maintenance 
 Landscaping 
 Lighting maintenance 
 Sidewalk cleaning and repair 
 Street furniture cleaning and repair 
 Street sweeping 
 Trash pick-up 
 Tree-trimming 
 Clean-up programs 
 
Select built materials for durability and lon-
gevity. 
 
Provide an adequate number of litter and 
recycling containers and an appropriate col-
lection schedule. 
 
Select plants that require less water and 
maintenance.  Plan and provide adequate 
maintenance for plantings. 
 
Calculate operational costs of running foun-
tains and irrigation systems before installa-
tion.  Design fountains and irrigation sys-
tems to control overspray. 
 
Develop maintenance policies for special 
events. 
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Safety and Security 
Residents, workers, and visitors of down-
town expect a clean, appealing, safe, and 
secure environment all day, every day.  Ur-
ban areas like downtown are dense, noisy, 
and filled with strangers.  To create and 
maintain a healthy and vital downtown, it is 
important to make it feel safe. 
 
Sidewalks, alleys, and other pedestrian 
routes should be easily identifiable and ac-
cessed and well lit.  Improve lighting in al-
leys for rear entrances and parking. Street-
scapes should avoid hiding places or blind 
corners.  Clear visibility and observability 
creates safe areas.  Reduce the number of 
locations people may loiter or hide unno-
ticed. 
 
Adequate crosswalk definition, clear sight-
lines, pedestrian refuges, and appropriate 
lighting minimize pedestrian-vehicle conflict 
in intersections. 
 
Buildings should be permeable at street level 
and provide ―eyes on the street‖ to naturally 
deter crime.  Active street-floor building 
uses encourage pedestrian street activity.  
People feel secure in the company of other 
people. 
Stairwells and other pedestrian areas in 
parking structures should be well lit and 
signed.  Design attractive and well-lit build-
ing entryways. 
 
Promote stewardship of downtown.  Street-
scape design should discourage vandalism 
and encourage maintenance and care of the 
downtown built environment 
 
Appropriate 
Building and streetscape design that encour-
ages activity and discourages crime 
Security gates that are not visible from the 
street 




Fixed or add-on security gates 
Fixed barred windows 
Gated residential developments 
Long windowless walls or featureless parking 
structures that do not provide visibility for 
pedestrians 
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1. Downtown Core 
2. Central Business District 
3. Far South Downtown 
4. North Downtown Historic Core 
5. Civic Campus 
6. Uptown 
7. North Eastbank 
8. South Eastbank 
Figure 5: Downtown Sioux Falls Sub-Districts 
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Downtown Core 
The central area of downtown is the retail 
and restaurant core with a large concentra-
tion of remaining historic buildings.  It has 
the greatest concentration of activity and 
parking demand.  The activity and critical 
mass of this area cause it to be perceived as 
the center of both downtown and the city. 
The streetscape improvements such as his-
toric lighting, landscaping, street furnishing, 
and intersection treatments characteristic of 
south Phillips Avenue, and Main Avenue to a 
degree, should be developed outward from 
this area in all directions. 
 
 
2.4. Sub-District Considerations  
Shops on South Phillips Avenue 
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Central Business District 
This area is the City‘s true central business 
district, and contains within its area the 
―downtown core.‖  Central downtown is the 
primary business and financial district of 
downtown.  It has a high concentration of 
activity and parking demand.  The northern 
section of this area has considerable open 
land, mostly used for surface parking lots, 
resulting from 1970s urban renewal pro-
grams.  Edge treatments are necessary to 
create a streetwall along surface parking 
lots. 
 
8th Street is a major boulevard and the de 
facto border between ―north‖ and ―south‖ 
downtown.  8th Street is currently being re-
designed and redeveloped in phases.  It 
should continue to be improved to be more 
pedestrian friendly and connect the north 
and south parts of downtown, rather than 
separate them. 
 
7th Street had been abandoned from Minne-
sota to Phillips, so pedestrian connectivity 
and human-scale development with cross-
walks and through-block corridors are en-
couraged. 
 
Much of the west bank of the Big Sioux River 
north of 10th Street is under-appreciated, 
and most buildings face away from the river.  
Redevelopment of the riverfront for recrea-
tional, entertainment, residential, and com-
mercial uses is encouraged. 
Qwest Tower on Main Avenue 
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Far South Downtown 
Far south downtown is a transitional area to 
the residential uses to the south of down-
town.  While there are many redevelopment 
possibilities in the area, any new construc-
tion should be a stepping-down from the in-
tense uses of the downtown core to less in-





North Downtown Historic Core 
The Warehouse Historic District that is 
roughly coterminous with this area features 
a very strong building edge streetwall.  Re-
development and new construction in this 
area should respect the strong streetwall, 
with brick and quartzite dominating. 
 
7th Street had been abandoned from Minne-
sota to Phillips, so pedestrian connectivity 
and human-scale development with cross-
walks and through-block corridors is encour-
aged. 
 
Much of the west bank of the Big Sioux River 
north of 10th Street is under-appreciated 
and most buildings face away from the river.  
Redevelopment of the riverfront for recrea-
tional, entertainment, residential, and com-




Civic Campus  
Almost the entire northeast corner of down-
town, from City Hall (or even Carnegie Town 
Hall) on the south, to the Law Enforcement 
Center on the north, is dedicated to City and 
County government.  This large combination 
government campus should establish a coor-
dinated design language for any new build-
ings, drawing inspiration and elements from 
the landmark buildings of the area, including 
City Hall, the Old Courthouse Museum, the 
new County Courthouse, and the Coliseum. 
7th Street had been abandoned from Minne-
sota to Phillips, so pedestrian connectivity 
and human-scale development with cross-
walks and through-block corridors is encour-
aged. 
Jewett Brothers building, a typical warehouse building of the 
North Downtown Historic Core 
County Administration Building with County Courthouse in 
background 
Single-story development typical of Far South Downtown 
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 Uptown  
The area north of 6th Street has recently 
been opened to development with the con-
nection of Phillips Avenue to Falls Park.  This 
area has many open lots and additional re-
development opportunities if Sioux Steel 
moves from its current location.   
 
While there is little existing development, 
any new development should follow general 
downtown design guidelines while drawing 
specific influences from the neighboring Old 
Courthouse and Warehouse historic district. 
Much of the west bank of the Big Sioux River 
north of 10th Street is under-appreciated, 
and most buildings face away from the river.  
Redevelopment of the riverfront for recrea-
tional, entertainment, residential, and com-
mercial uses is encouraged. 
 
Eastbank 
The ―Eastbank‖ area of downtown has a gen-
erally industrial historic character, though 
considerable new development is occurring 
along the Big Sioux River.  Several buildings, 
including train depots and warehouse build-
ings offer many preservation and redevelop-
ment opportunities.  The removal of the rail-
road switching yard from the area will free a 
large amount of land for development.  The 
historic and architectural connections to rail-
roads, warehousing, and industrial uses 
should be maintained. 
 
North Eastbank 
The river greenway system and Falls Park 
provide many options for continued recrea-
tional development of the north ―Eastbank‖ 
section of downtown.  While the area north 
of 7th Street does not have the existing de-
velopment south of 7th Street, new construc-
tion can still draw on the industrial and 
warehousing uses to the south and across 
the Big Sioux River to the west. 
 
South Eastbank 
The southern half of the ―Eastbank‖ has 
more existing development than the north-
ern half, and should thus more closely re-
spect industrial, warehouse, and railroad de-
signs in any redevelopment or new construc-
tion. 
Museum of Visual Materials on North Main Avenue 
Cherapa Place was the first large-scale development on the 
North Eastbank 
Tuthill Lumber Company Building is one of the historic struc-
tures in the South Eastbank 
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The district boundaries shall include all proper-
ties within the boundaries of the Main Street 
Sioux Falls Business Improvement District as 




It is the intent of these regulations to protect 
major public and private investments that exist 
downtown and to enhance the positive visual 
character of the district by promoting architec-
tural design which devotes as much attention 
to the physical appearance of the structure as 
to its functional aspects for all construction 
projects. 
  
The primary objective is to ensure new build-
ings, building additions, facade alterations, re-
habilitations, and signage are compatible with 
the character of the district and fit in with their 
surroundings, thereby creating a sense of 
place by emphasizing downtown‘s uniqueness 
and maintaining its position as the heart of the 
City; promoting economic development by in-
creasing property values and encouraging dis-
trict activity through good design; (and) main-
taining the unique and historic character of 
downtown by ensuring contextually-
appropriate design and historic sensitivity. 
  
The specific goals that are hoped to be 
achieved through the use of the Sioux Falls 
Downtown Design Guidelines are fostering and 
maintaining Downtown Sioux Falls‘ economic 
viability by encouraging high-quality redevel-
opment and new development; creating a 
sense of place and maintaining the unique 
identity of Downtown Sioux Falls by guiding 
development that complements and promotes 
compatibility with the existing character of 
Downtown Sioux Falls; building upon historical 
character and preserving and protecting the 
historic and/or architectural value of downtown 
buildings and structures; encouraging and sup-
porting street level activity and active streets 
by creating a multi-modal district that encour-
ages walking and lingering, integrates public 
transit and bicycle use; and meeting the goals 
of Sioux Falls‘ comprehensive plan, downtown 
master plan, and/or any other applicable area 
plans. 
  
(c) Plan review:  
Development and redevelopment of any prop-
erty, and the exterior renovation of any exist-
ing structure located within the Downtown 
Sioux Falls Business Improvement District 
shall undergo a design review and approval by 
the Downtown Design Review Committee, 
which will make recommendations to the Plan-
ning Commission if the Director of Planning 
refers the project to the Committee.  The 
committee shall conduct its reviews according 
to the standards laid out in a document 
drafted or adopted by the Committee and ap-
proved by the Director of Planning and City 
Council 
3. Implementation and Associated Documentation 
This section deals with the implementation of design controls in downtown Sioux Falls.  It 
begins with two proposed updates and revisions of the downtown design review district or-
dinance.  The first is a more brief revision that allows the Downtown Design Review Com-
mittee to dictate the standards by which it reviews projects.  The second is a longer ordi-
nance that expands upon and clarifies the existing code.  This is followed by a description 
of the downtown design review committee, which is the public body that will be the domi-
nant user of the design guidelines.  This is followed by similar descriptions of the Sioux 
Falls Visual Arts Commission and Sioux Falls Board of Historic Preservation, the other pub-
lic bodies that make decisions affecting the appearance and urban design of downtown.  It 
ends with a proposed design review approval and comment form that would be submitted 
by the Downtown Design Review Committee to the Director of Planning and Building Ser-
vices for all reviewed projects. 
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The district boundaries shall include all proper-
ties within the boundaries of the Main Street 
Sioux Falls Business Improvement District as 




It is the intent of these regulations to protect 
major public and private investments that exist 
downtown and to enhance the positive visual 
character of the district by promoting architec-
tural design which devotes as much attention 
to the physical appearance of the structure as 
to its functional aspects for all construction 
projects. 
  
The primary objective is to ensure new build-
ings, building additions, facade alterations, re-
habilitations, and signage are compatible with 
the character of the district and fit in with their 
surroundings, thereby creating a sense of 
place by emphasizing downtown‘s uniqueness 
and maintaining its position as the heart of the 
City; promoting economic development by in-
creasing property values and encouraging dis-
trict activity through good design; (and) main-
taining the unique and historic character of 
downtown by ensuring contextually-
appropriate design and historic sensitivity. 
  
The specific goals that are hoped to be 
achieved through the use of the Sioux Falls 
Downtown Design Guidelines are fostering and 
maintaining Downtown Sioux Falls‘ economic 
viability by encouraging high-quality redevel-
opment and new development; creating a 
sense of place and maintaining the unique 
identity of Downtown Sioux Falls by guiding 
development that complements and promotes 
compatibility with the existing character of 
Downtown Sioux Falls; building upon historical 
character and preserving and protecting the 
historic and/or architectural value of downtown 
buildings and structures; encouraging and sup-
porting street level activity and active streets 
by creating a multi-modal district that encour-
ages walking and lingering, integrates public 
transit and bicycle use; and meeting the goals 
of Sioux Falls‘ comprehensive plan, downtown 
master plan, and/or any other applicable area 
plans. 
  
Therefore, it is the City‘s intent to encourage 
new developments, redevelopments, and the 
remodeling of existing building exteriors which 
are substantially consistent with the design 
criteria set forth in the Downtown Design 
Guidelines for Sioux Falls, South Dakota, pre-




(1) Downtown Character and Context. 
Any significant renovations and all new addi-
tions to downtown shall be made in a manner 
that is sensitive to the dominant design ele-
ments of downtown.  Materials, colors, forms, 
masses, and details should not deviate greatly 
from those already established in the down-
town area.  While innovation and expression 
are encouraged, any additions or changes to 
the downtown area must be done in context to 
this sensitive area. 
  
(2) Building orientation and setback. 
The placement of new construction shall reflect 
the setback already established by surrounding 
buildings, particularly if the majority of build-
ings on a block are built to the property line 
along the sidewalk. Along blocks already heav-
ily developed, the front setbacks of new build-
ings shall not vary from the average setback 
that exists along the block. 
  
(3) Building height. Mid-block buildings 
shall not vary from the average height of the 
other mid-block buildings by more than one 
story. The other mid-block buildings shall be 
those found along both sides of the street 
along the block of the subject site. Corner 
buildings are generally taller than mid-block 
buildings. The maximum height of new corner 
buildings shall not exceed the height of the 
buildings occupying the adjacent corners at the 
intersection, nor shall corner buildings be lower 
than two stories. For high-rise construction, 
the upper stories should be set back away 
from the street facade. All buildings taller than 
three stories shall undergo design review by 
the downtown design review committee, which 
shall make a recommendation to the planning 
commission for final review and approval. 
  
(4) Building width. Construction of new 
buildings and the substantial reconstruction of 
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existing building facades which exceed 40 feet 
of width facing the street shall incorporate a 
rhythmic division of the facade into smaller 
segments to maintain the pattern of widths 
typically found in the surroundings of the site. 
Use of vertical features, minor inserts or out-
sets of segments of the facade, and the sensi-
tive placement and proportions of window 
openings are among the methods available to 
create a division of a long facade into smaller 
segments or bays.  
  
(5) Horizontal alignment. Patterns of 
horizontal alignment are closely related to the 
patterns created by the proportion of open-
ings. Horizontal patterns are created by de-
sign elements which separate one building 
level from the floor above, and by the hori-
zontal repetition of building features such as 
window openings, columns, and pilasters. Pri-
mary building facades shall be designed ex-
hibiting traditional three-part horizontal layer-
ing, overall verticality, and balanced composi-
tion. Where a recognizable streetscape pat-
tern of horizontal alignment and banding ex-
ists between floors, building modifications and 
new construction in the area should maintain, 
enhance, and complement the pattern. The 
use of awnings and/or canopies to reinforce 
the horizontal alignment patterns at the pe-
destrian level is encouraged. 
  
(6) Materials. Materials should be com-
patible with those used for adjacent buildings. 
Quartzite and red or brown brick are the pre-
dominant and preferred building materials in 
downtown.  Rough-sawn wood, rustic shin-
gles, aluminum or vinyl siding or obvious imi-
tation materials should not be used. The color 
and proportions of brick and stone should not 
contrast sharply with the masonry typically 
found near the development site. Use of large 
panelized materials which contrast with the 
surrounding buildings should be avoided. 
  
 (7) Building color and texture. Color 
schemes shall be simple, using the minimum 
number of colors necessary to accentuate ar-
chitectural features. Color selection shall com-
plement the predominant hues of adjoining 
buildings, and the use of extremely bright and 
dark hues shall be limited to smaller accent 
features of the building. Color schemes which 
are designed to draw attention or which create 
a result which is difficult for people to ignore 
shall not be used. The color criteria shall not 
apply to building repainting projects which do 
not substantially change the existing color 
scheme. 
  
 (8) Proportion of openings. The size, 
spacing, horizontal alignment, and proportions 
of doors and window openings should reflect 
those predominating along the block. For 
much of the downtown area, the appropriate 
pattern of openings include large display win-
dows on the first floor and regularly spaced, 
vertically aligned windows on the upper floors 
that are relatively tall and narrow. When re-
storing, rehabilitating, or remodeling a build-
ing more than 50 years old, the size, propor-
tion, and profile of the original window open-
ings should be maintained. Recessed entries 
are encouraged if they were part of the origi-
nal building design or for use in new construc-
tion where the site is located where such 
openings predominate. Storefront designs 
should reflect the traditional three-layer de-
sign of a transom area, display windows, and 
bulkhead/kickplate. Wood or prefinished alu-
minum are the preferred finish material for 




(9) Roofs. The predominant roof form 
downtown is a flat roof with a raised parapet 
and a decorative cornice. This roof form is ap-
propriate in nearly all areas of the downtown 
district. The use of pitched roofs is generally 
discouraged, except when the building is geo-
graphically isolated from nearby construction 
or when there is a strong visual connection 
with an existing building with a pitched roof. 
The use of a decorative cornice as a building 
element is a desirable feature to maintain or 
to incorporate into new construction.  Rooftop 
mechanical equipment should be screened and 
hidden from sight. 
  
(10) Building-mounted sidewalk cover-
ings. Sloped fabric awnings with a continuous 
band along the lower edge, with either open 
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or closed ends, are appropriate. Narrow-
profile canopies constructed with an accent 
building material present in other portions of 
the building are also appropriate. Barrel awn-
ings, bubble awnings, aluminum and rigid 
plastic awnings are discouraged. Internally 
lighted, or backlit, plastic awnings are strongly 
discouraged. 
  
(11) Signage. The size, location, and read-
ability of signs for private businesses should 
be orientated toward pedestrian traffic. The 
design of buildings should take precedence 
over the design of business signs. Signs 
should be designed to be compatible with the 
buildings which support them, with appropri-
ately scaled signable areas coordinated with 
the building design, and should respect the 
existing architectural design elements of the 
building. Building exteriors should not be re-
modeled for the principal purpose of accom-
modating signage.  Internally lit, plastic-faced 
signs are inappropriate. 
  
(12) Parking and access. Surface parking 
is strongly discouraged, but when necessary 
must be located behind buildings or at mid-
block.  Surface parking lots at street intersec-
tions are forbidden.  The perimeters of surface 
parking lots adjacent to a street or sidewalk 
should be provided with an edge treatment 
designed to define the edge and to separate 
the lot from the street or sidewalk. Preferred 
treatments include a landscape setback, a 
screen wall, masonry piers, bollards, and 
wrought iron fencing. New curb cuts crossing 
the pedestrian sidewalk are discouraged. Ac-
cess to parking should be through alleys 
whenever possible. Where curb cuts are nec-
essary for access to parking facilities and drive
-through services, such as banks, the curb 
cuts should be located on streets with little 
pedestrian traffic; good sight lines for both the 
pedestrian and the motorist should be pro-
vided; and the number of curb cuts should be 
kept to a minimum along any given block.  
Parking structures and on-street parking are 
the preferred methods of providing downtown 
parking.  Parking structures must be designed 
to fit the context of nearby buildings, mimick-
ing the appearance of downtown buildings.  A 
commercial wrap of storefronts on the ground 
floor of parking structures is recommended.  
On-street parallel parking is appropriate and 
recommended on all downtown streets.  Pull-
in and back-in diagonal parking is appropriate 
when right-of-way widths allow.  Dual-head 
parking meters are preferred. 
  
(13) Historic building remodeling. Pro-
jects involving the renovation or remodeling of 
downtown historic buildings should reflect the 
original architectural character of the building. 
Introduction of new design elements should 
be consistent with the traditional features of 
the building. It is encouraged that all historic 
building remodeling projects be consistent 
with the Secretary of Interior‘s Standards for 
Rehabilitation to the greatest degree practica-
ble. 
  
 (14) Other considerations. Landscaping, 
planter boxes, hanging flower baskets, win-
dow boxes, outdoor furniture, outdoor dining 
areas, and public art are encouraged wherever 
appropriate.  Streetscape features and street 
furniture should share a unified character of 
consistent colors, textures, and design fea-
tures. 
  
(d) Plan review:  
Development and redevelopment of any prop-
erty, and the exterior renovation of any exist-
ing structure located within the Downtown 
Sioux Falls Business Improvement District 
shall undergo a design review and approval by 
the downtown design review committee, 
which will make recommendations to the plan-
ning commission if the director of planning 
and building services determines that the 
standards in (c) are not met.  All buildings 
that exceed 90 feet of width facing any street 
or that exceed 24,000 square feet of above-
ground finished floor area shall undergo de-
sign review by the downtown design review 
committee, which shall make a recommenda-
tion to the planning commission for final re-
view and approval. 
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Downtown Design Review 
 
The downtown design review committee is 
organized through Downtown Sioux Falls, 
Inc. and serves in an advisory role at the 
pleasure of the Sioux Falls Director of Plan-
ning and Building Services.  It is composed 
of ten to fifteen architects, designers, art-
ists, and other design professionals who are 
dedicated to creating an attractive, coordi-
nated and quality visual image of downtown 
by capitalizing on its unique assets and 
heritage.   The committee meets monthly to 
review downtown private construction and 
renovation and public projects, and provides 
design assistance as needed.   
 
In general, downtown construction and 
renovation projects are not required to go 
through a formal design review process at 
this time.  Compliance with design review 
and design guidelines is voluntary.  It is 
suggested that all renovations or new con-
struction meeting certain characteristics be 
subject to design review by the downtown 
design review committee with respect to the 
downtown design guidelines and downtown 
design overlay district ordinance.  Among 
these characteristics are possible thresholds 
for cost, project size (in square feet or 
frontage linear feet), or building age.  Addi-
tionally, all projects receiving public funds 
should also be subject to design review.  
The Downtown Design Review Committee‘s 
decisions should be requested by and pro-
vided to the Planning Commission and Di-
rector of Planning and Building Services for 
any significant work affecting downtown to 
enforce the continuity of design and visual 















The Design Committee‘s duties and respon-
sibilities are as follows: 
 
 Make recommendations for the Down-
town Sioux Falls streetscape beautifica-
tion incentive program.  
 Recommend and provide design assis-
tance for downtown businesses. 
 Review projects within the downtown 
design review district as requested by 
the Director of Planning and Building 
Services or his/her designee and in ac-
cordance with the City Zoning Ordinance 
15.43.081.  A Statement of Compliance 
will be submitted by the Design Review 
Committee to the Director of Planning 
and Building Services or his/her desig-
nee as an official committee report rec-
ommendation resulting from the project 
review.   
 Provide additional review, input, and 
suggestions at the request of the City 
Planning Department in regards to pub-
lic projects. 
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Sioux Falls Visual Arts Commission 
 
Public art is an important aspect of the vis-
ual nature of downtown Sioux Falls.  All 
public art in the City is directed by the Vis-
ual Arts Commission.  The mission of the 
Sioux Falls Visual Arts Commission is to 
support and encourage development of vis-
ual art for community buildings and spaces 
through its role as an advisory body to the 
Mayor, City Council and other City govern-
ment officials.  Established by city ordi-
nance (72-00) in August 2000, the Visual 
Arts Commission is a group of seven city 
residents appointed by the Mayor and sub-
ject to the review and approval of the City 
Council.  
 
Definition of visual art per Section 32-57 of 
City Ordinances: 
 
Visual art means a tangible creation by an 
artist exhibiting skill and aesthetic princi-
ples, including, but not limited to, paintings, 
sculptures, stained glass, engravings, stat-
ues, bas-reliefs, carvings, frescoes, mobiles, 
murals, collages, mosaics, tapestries, pho-























Sioux Falls Board of Historic  
Preservation 
 
Downtown is the oldest neighborhood in 
Sioux Falls, and many historic structures 
and districts remain. The Federal Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966 established the 
National Register of Historic Places and in-
cluded guidelines for the creation of local 
historic districts and the preservation of in-
dividual buildings.  The Sioux Falls Board of 
Historic Preservation is part of the national 
Certified Local Governments (CLG) program 
under the State Historic Preservation Office 
(SHPO) and National Park Service in accor-
dance with the National Preservation Act 
Amendments of 1980. The mission of the 
Sioux Falls Board of Historic Preservation is 
to encourage the preservation of the cul-
tural resources within its jurisdiction 
through the development of a comprehen-
sive program of public education, and by its 
role as an advisory body to the City Council, 
Mayor, and other City government officials. 
The Board is a group of ten city residents 
who are appointed by the Mayor and sub-
ject to the review and approval of the City 
Council. These design guidelines seek to 
assist the Board of Historic Preservation and 
protect and complement the design of 
modifications to historic structures and dis-
tricts downtown. 
 
It is recommended that in cases in which 
buildings within the two historic districts 
within the downtown boundary are not 
renovated to or subject to the Secretary of 
the Interiors standards, the Downtown De-
sign Review Committee and Board of His-
toric Preservation should hold a joint re-
view. 
Facing Page 
Figure 6: Proposed Downtown Design Review Statement of Compliance 
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Approval Forms 




Applicant Name: Applicant Is: 
 




Telephone: Fax: Email: 
 
Improvements  
Estimated Cost of Work: 
Type of Improvement: 
  
 Landscaping    Sidewalk/Streetscape    Signage    Exterior Remodel   New Construction    Siding    Parking and Access   Other __________________________________________ 
 
Project Start Date: 
 












Downtown Character & Context C   NC   N/A   Orientation & Setback C   NC   N/A  
Building Height C   NC   N/A   Building Width  C   NC   N/A  
Horizontal Alignment C   NC   N/A   Materials & Colors  C   NC   N/A  
Facades & Storefronts C   NC   N/A   Awnings & Canopies C   NC   N/A  
Roofs C   NC   N/A   Sidewalk & Streetscape C   NC   N/A  
Signage C   NC   N/A   Parking and Access C   NC   N/A  
Other Considerations C   NC   N/A                  (C=Compliant, NC=Non-Compliant, N/A=Not Applicable) 
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All photographs are the work of the author except: 
 
Images on cover from City of Sioux Falls (www.siouxfalls.org) and Wikipedia 
(en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sioux_Falls,_South_Dakota). 
 
Image of Falls Park and Big Sioux River Greenway (p. 74) and Fort Sod Plaza (p. 76) are 
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